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Introduction
Since late November 2020, a series of developments have occurred that give us an opportunity to
re-frame the analysis about the Trans Mountain expansion project and whether it is consistent
with Canada’s climate commitments:
➢ An announcement on November 19, 2020, by the Minister of the Environment and
Climate Change that Canada will enact legislation committing Canada to achieve “netzero greenhouse gas emissions by the year 2050”. The government has moved to pass
into law a bill (Bill C-12) to enshrine that promise in legislation.
➢ An announcement that the Federal carbon price, presently scheduled to increase to $50
per tonne by 2022 (currently rising by increments of $10 per year) will, in 2023 and after,
be increased by $15 per year and rise to $170 per tonne by 2030.
➢ The release on November 24, 2020, of the Canada’s Energy Future 2020 report.
➢ On December 8, 2020, the release of a report by the Parliamentary Budget Officer (PBO)
which addresses the financial viability of the Trans Mountain pipeline under various
future scenarios that take into account long term oil prices and changes in global demand
for crude oil. The issue is whether the construction of the TMX pipeline will be
economically viable in the event of a marked slowdown in the future growth of oil sands
production and a decline in crude oil output in Western Canada. The title of the report is
Trans Mountain Pipeline – Financial and Economic Considerations – Update.
➢ On December 11, 2020, the government published a 79-page brochure titled A Healthy
Environment and a Healthy Economy. It discusses in generic terms a number of proposed
new policies and measures that the government says it will adopt to reduce the level of
annual emissions in various sectors of the Canadian economy (Transportation, the
Building sector, Agriculture, etc.). Yet it provides virtually no details or numerical
analysis of the amount of the reductions that the promised measures will achieve. Despite
the absence of detail, the Healthy Economy document makes a bold claim that Canada’s
overall emissions will be reduced to 503 Mt by 2030. In support of that claim, the
government also released a 9-page “Annex” which contains a very limited amount of
data. We discuss those two documents in Part XII and in Notes 5.5. 5.6, and 5.7 below.
This discussion begins by focusing on the third item, the report published by the Canada Energy
Regulator (CER) titled Canada’s Energy Future 2020 (which refers to itself by the acronym
“EF2020”).
The EF2020 report is of special interest because it includes a new scenario, called the “Evolving
Scenario,” which outlines an alternative path for crude oil production in Canada involving a
slightly reduced rate of growth over the next twenty years. That is the main feature of the new
report that makes it worthy of attention. This Evolving Scenario is just a theoretical projection. It
does not indicate any change in policy or change in the presently expected rate of expansion.
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Projections of Canada’s future oil production have played a crucial role at every step of the
pipeline approval process that culminated on November 29, 2016 with the government’s Order in
Council authorizing the TMX expansion project. Back in 2014, 2015, and in 2016, reports
prepared by this same agency, then known as the National Energy Board (NEB), provided the
economic rationale for approving the pipeline project. Guided by a broadly shared consensus that
global oil consumption would continue to rise for another thirty years (a consensus that has now
begun to dissolve) and that world oil prices would remain high for decades to come, the NEB’s
reports have consistently affirmed that Canada’s oil sands production will continue its increase to
2040 and beyond.1
The argument in favour of the Trans Mountain pipeline expansion, when it was approved in
2016, was based on the proposition that Canada will need additional pipeline capacity to
facilitate the expected production increases over the next two decades.
Now that proposition is being seriously challenged.
The significance of the new Canada’s Energy Future 2020 document is that the Canada Energy
Regulator, the agency of the Federal Government that regulates pipelines and energy
development in Canada, has admitted that the currently projected expansion of oil sands
production to 2045, affirmed by the agency’s own most recent “Reference Case” studies and
relied on by the government to justify the TMX project, cannot be reconciled with Canada’s
newly announced climate commitment to achieve net-zero greenhouse gas emissions by 2050.
What appears to have triggered that public acknowledgment (or compelled the agency to address
the question publicly) was the announcement by the government on November 19, 2020 that
Canada is formally adopting “net-zero by 2050” as its new climate plan, and that it will enact
Bill C-12 to enshrine that promise in legislation.
We do not discuss here the second item (Canada’s carbon price announcement) because the
carbon price scheme does not apply to fossil fuels used by industry or in particular to fuels
(mainly natural gas) used by oil sands extraction operations. The carbon price may ultimately
have some impact on transportation fuel consumption in Canada, because individual car owners
will pay the tax at the gas pump in Canada. But it will not impact the oil sands industry’s costs of
production, and therefore it will not curb the future expansion of the industry. More than 80% of
Canada’s oil production is exported and foreign consumers are of course not subject to our
carbon price.

I.
Canada’s Energy Future 2020 shows continued expansion of Canada’s oil
production to 2030 and after
Canada’s Energy Outlook 2020 offers two scenarios. One is the Reference Case scenario,
described as based on Canada’s “current policies”. The second is called the “Evolving Scenario”.
Figure A (Figure R.7 on page 41 of the report) shows how the Reference Scenario and the
Evolving Scenario will both allow continuing expansion of Canadian oil production for another
twenty years. Under the Reference case, shown by the dotted line along the top, production is
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projected to “peak” in 2045. In the CER’s more speculative Evolving Scenario, shown by the
lower orange coloured curve, overall production (including both oil sands bitumen and
conventional oil) is expected to “peak” in 2039 – which therefore envisions, at a minimum,
almost twenty more years of expanding crude oil output in Canada. Under both scenarios,
production by 2050 will still be well above the 2019 level, which was 4.9 million barrels per day
(bpd), including both oil sands output and conventional oil.
Figure A: Canada’s oil production to 2050

Source: Canada’s Energy Future 2020, November 24, 2020, Figure R.7 at page 41

The new data confirms that Canada’s total oil production in 2019 reached 4,928.3 thousand
barrels per day (bpd) (rounded to 4.9 million bpd in the report’s summary), which represents a
100,000 bpd increase above the 2018 level. Oil sands production, comprising about 60% of
Canada’s total oil output, reached 3.1 million bpd in 2019.
While both of these scenarios show that the expansion of oil sands production will continue for
twenty more years, under the Evolving Scenario the rate of production growth is slower. The two
scenarios are based on different assumptions about future oil prices. In the Evolving Scenario,
the Brent price (a benchmark world oil price) peaks at US$55 in 2025 before declining to US$50
by 2050 (future prices are given in terms of 2019 US dollars discounted to remove the effect of
price inflation). In the Reference Scenario, crude oil prices rise by 2025 to US$75 per barrel and
maintain that level for the majority of the remaining projection period to 2050. The report
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explains (at page 29) that, in the case of the Evolving Scenario, the cause of the decline in
production is that “increased global action on climate change, which reduces demand for crude
oil, puts downward pressure on prices relative to the Reference Scenario”.

II.

The Reference Case

We provide here a more detailed summary of the Reference Case data.
The report shows that, under the Reference Case, a small dip in production is expected to occur
in 2020 (reflecting a temporary decline of global oil consumption as a result of the Covid-19
pandemic) but indicates that by 2021 production will pick up and exceed the 2019 total.
Thereafter, under the Reference Case, total oil production in Canada continues to increase to
2045. After 2045, a very gradual decline begins. The Reference case data published in ER2020
extends as far as 2050. The production data reproduced below is taken from the data sets
published by the CER that supplement the new EF2020 report, available at https://apps.cerrec.gc.ca/ftrppndc/dflt.aspx?GoCTemplateCulture=en-CA
Figure B: Reference Case (thousands of barrels per day)

2019

2030

2040

2045

2050

Canada’s total oil
production

4,928.77

6,224.17

7,056.45

7,152.76

7,077.20

Oil sands share

3,126.07

3,936.29

4,321.99

4,322.55

4,256.14

Mined bitumen

[1,605.44]

[1,723.41]

[1,711.37]

[1,670.48]

[1,607.99]

In Situ

[1,520.63]

[2,212.88]

[2,610.62]

[2,652.07]

[2,648.15]

Source: Canada’s Energy Future 2020, November 24, 2020.

In summary, under the Reference Case, total oil production continues to expand for twenty-five
more years. Output “peaks” in 2045 at 7.1 million bpd – more than 2.2 million bpd above the
2019 level. In 2050 it will still be more than 2.0 million bpd above the present level.
The detailed production numbers shown in Figure B, taken from the data sets, is given in
thousands of barrels per day.
As the data sets show, Canadian oil production comprises two main sub-sectors: conventional oil
(including both light and heavy oil production produced across several provinces) and oil sands
bitumen operations (located in Alberta). Within the oil sands industry sector there are two
categories of bitumen production, distinguished by different extraction methods. One is open-pit
mining. Under the Reference Case, by 2029 production of “Mined Bitumen” reaches its “peak”
at 1,723.41 thousand bpd and plateaus at that level until 2039 when it starts to gradually decline.
In the case of In Situ oil sands production (now the dominant share of oil sands output), In Situ
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output continues to expand on an annual basis until 2049 (when it peaks at 2,660.69 thousand
bpd), although the increases of In Situ production show some annual fluctuations after 2041.
By 2050, overall oil sands production is projected to be 4,256.14 thousand bpd (4.2 million bpd),
still more than 1.1 million bpd above the 2019 level which was 3.1 million bpd.
And in the short term, between 2019 and 2030, the new CER data shows that under the
Reference Case Canada’s total oil production level will increase by an additional 1.3 million bpd
with oil sands accounting for 800,000 bpd of that growth.

III.

The “Evolving Scenario”

The numbers below show the projected growth of Canada’s oil production based on an
alternative scenario (the Evolving Scenario) which assumes global oil demand will grow more
slowly than under the Reference case. This is a new scenario, not previously published by the
CER. It is supposed to represent what would happen to Canada’s oil production if global oil
demand grows more slowly (reflecting the impact of more stringent policies around the world
aimed to limit carbon emissions) which would result in oil prices lower than they are under the
Reference Case. Lower world oil prices will constrain Canada’s own production.
Figure C: Evolving Scenario (thousands of barrels per day)

2019

2030

2040

2045

2050

Canada’s total oil
production

4,928.77

5,538.55

5,797.91

5,563.00

5.260.62

Oil sands share

3,125.87

3,716.19

4,002.88

3,872.45

3,708.92

Mined bitumen

[1,605.44]

[1,670.41]

[1,658.36]

[1,561.41]

[1,472.60]

In Situ

[1,520.63]

[2,045.78]

[2,344.52]

[2,311.04]

[2,236.32]

Source: Canada’s Energy Future 2020, November 24, 2020.

Under the Evolving Scenario, although it envisions a more constrained pace of expansion and an
earlier “peak”, there is still by 2050 no absolute reduction in the level of Canada’s total oil
production, below the 2019 level. The data shows that in the Evolving Scenario over the next ten
years Canada’s output will expand by 600,000 barrels per day. And, based on the Evolving
Scenario, it will keep growing every year to 2039, when it “peaks" at 5,814.30 thousand bpd (5.8
million bpd). That allows twenty more years of expanding production. And even by 2050, under
this supposedly more climate-friendly scenario, Canada’s oil sands production by 2050 will still
be higher than it was in 2018 and 2019.
The projected growth of oil sands production between 2019 and 2030 in the Evolving Scenario is
590,000 bpd, which accounts for virtually all the increase in Canada’s total oil output over the
next ten years in that scenario.
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Therefore, even under the Evolving Scenario (if it were to reflect the actual pathway of future
crude oil production in Canada over the next thirty years), Canada would contribute nothing to
any global effort to achieve the very substantial reduction in global oil use required by 2030 –
and nothing to achieve the much more massive reduction needed before 2050.

IV.
The report is silent about the magnitude of the deep reduction in global oil
consumption required by 2030 and 2050
None of the recent scenarios or studies calling for deep reductions in global oil use are addressed
in the new Canada's Energy Future 2020 report. Save for one brief exception, there is no
mention of the IEA’s authoritative Sustainable Development Scenario which makes absolutely
clear that very deep cuts in global oil demand use must be executed by 2030.2 The only reference
to the IEA’s Scenario is a single footnote (see footnote 42 in the quote below) contained in the
following paragraph, under the heading “Considerations for the Energy Transition”, and below
the sub-heading “Global Context”:
In a global energy system that does move towards net-zero, global crude oil use is very
likely to decrease compared to current levels. If demand is decreasing, global crude oil
prices, and hence the prices received by Canadian producers, will likely be lower than
they would be if demand were higher.42 Technologies to achieve net-zero oil sands
production can be more costly than traditional methods. A lower price environment may
create challenges for producers to afford these investments and remain competitive.
— EF2020 Report, page 79 (emphasis added)

The above statement is disingenuous. In the case of a global energy system that really does
“move to net-zero”, the available evidence shows unequivocally that global crude oil use will be
much lower. The IEA’s Sustainable Development Scenario shows that. Even more stringent and
faster reductions in global oil use are set out in the October 2018 IPCC Special Report on Global
Warming to 1.5°C.3 There is no credible source of evidence that suggests deep reductions of oil
consumption on a global scale will not be required to meet “net-zero”.
The anodyne and vacuous statement that “global crude oil use is very likely to decrease
compared to current levels” suggests, falsely, that there exists some uncertainty, or legitimate
debate, about that fundamental point. Canada’s Energy Future 2020 adopts a faux scientific pose
pretending there is uncertainty about that question, where there is no uncertainty. The truth is
that if the world’s energy system does move to net-zero, global crude oil use must decrease.
The paragraph quoted above is misleading. It gives cover to the Government of Canada’s
ongoing policies that facilitate the continued growth of Canada’s oil production, even while the
government announces, as it did on November 17, 2020, that it is adopting a commitment to
achieve net-zero by 2050.
The available evidence is clear that global oil use will have to decrease rapidly to have any
realistic chance of meeting that goal. Net-zero would require virtually eliminating all releases of
carbon dioxide, methane, and nitrous oxide and other greenhouse gases from all industrial
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activities and land use activities by 2050. The IEA’s Sustainable Development Scenario affirms
that even a 30% reduction of oil consumption by 2040 will not be sufficient to keep us on a path
to stay within 1.5°C. At present, emissions from consuming crude oil account for 35% of all the
emissions in the world from burning fossil fuels. No credible study suggests that “net-zero” can
be achieved without deep cuts in global oil consumption, far below current levels. There is no
room for ambiguity on that.
The footnote reference in the EF2020 report quoted in the paragraph above provides only this
brief comment about the IEA’s Sustainable Development Scenario:
For example, the International Energy Agency’s “Sustainable Development Scenario”,
in the World Energy Outlook, includes a lower crude oil price compared to the scenarios
with less policy action and higher crude oil demand.

42

It is true, the IEA’s Sustainable Development Scenario is based on estimated future oil prices
that are lower than the forecasts of prices in other scenarios which show “higher crude oil
demand”. The Canada Energy Regulator’s new Evolving Scenario is an example of a scenario
that shows much higher oil demand. Lower future oil prices indicate lower demand.
But looking forward over the next 10 to 30 years, the important question is: what is a safe level
of global oil demand – what level is consistent with a safe climate outcome? The IEA’s scenario
provides a clear answer. The EF2020 report gives no answer.
Canada’s Energy Future 2020 avoids any detailed discussion of the much lower level of oil
demand shown in the IEA’s scenario. The IEA has concluded that in order to have a 66%
probability of keeping the increase in the earth’s average surface temperature to 1.8°C, by 2030
total global oil production must decline by 10 million barrels per day (bpd) below the 2018 level
and must decline 30 million bpd below the 2018 level by 2040 (in 2019 world production was 98
million bpd). In contrast, Canada’s new report in its Evolving Scenario projects our production
will continue to grow until 2039, and that even by 2050 is still well above its 2018 level.
The analysis in the report does not discuss the significance of Canada’s share of global oil
production. Nor does it provide its own assessment of how much global oil production will have
to decline to meet the global net-zero goal by 2050.
The discussion does not address how Canada’s energy development can be made compatible
with “net-zero” global emissions (a question that would necessarily involve acknowledging that
Canada’s annual level of oil sands production must start declining in this decade.) An honest
inquiry would involve assessing the scale of that decline and how rapid it will be.
Instead, the discussion in this report about the promised “Energy Transition” addresses how
Canada might achieve what it describes as “net-zero oil sands production” (see the quote above
taken from page 79 of the report).
But “net-zero oil sands production” is something entirely different from “a global energy
system” that moves to net-zero.
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“Net-zero oil sands production” simply refers to reducing the emissions that are released during
the extraction and preliminary processing of bitumen in Canada (i.e., during the production
activity within our national boundaries). As we will see, it is a visionary plan that imagines the
deployment in Alberta of technologies including carbon capture and storage (CCS) technology4
that we are told will eventually be able to capture and sequester underground forever a
substantial share of the greenhouse gas emissions that at present accompany the extraction
process. In that way, the emissions-intensive oil sands production process would in future
become “net-zero”.
That visionary plan says nothing about any need to curb the currently projected expansion of oil
sands production. The number of barrels being produced would continue to grow. This new
scheme to achieve “net-zero oil sands production” promises only that the emissions per barrel
(during the extraction process in Alberta) would be substantially reduced.
The concept of “net-zero oil sands production” is not concerned at all with reducing oil
consumption or oil production, either on a global basis or in terms of Canada’s role as a major oil
supplier to the world market. The concept is solely concerned with how we might lower the
volume of emissions released by the oil sands extraction process in Canada, so that we can
continue producing and exporting our usual high levels of oil sands bitumen to other countries.
The volume of emissions released by every barrel of our exported oil when it is burned as fuel in
vehicles in the U.S. and in other foreign countries is about six times greater than the total amount
of emissions released to produce that barrel in Canada.
But Canada’s Energy Future 2020 deftly ignores any discussion of the impact of the
“downstream emissions” from Canada’s growing oil sands. Downstream emissions (mainly
released when the oil is burned as fuel in vehicles) account for about 85% of all the emissions
from every barrel of oil. Instead, the EF2020 report is exclusively focused on Canada’s
“upstream emissions” (the portion of emissions released by the extraction process within our
borders) which account for less than 15% of total emissions per barrel.
The Government of Canada has not made any commitment to limit Canada's future oil
production, not even to meet the very modest slowdown in future growth outlined in the
Evolving Scenario. At present, the future trajectory of Canada’s oil production is shown in the
Reference Case numbers.

V.

CER admits that the Evolving Scenario is inadequate

Canada’s Energy Future 2020 is almost completely silent about any need to substantially reduce
the level of oil production in Canada (or to curb the current rate of expansion to anything more
stringent than the Evolving Scenario) – but not entirely silent. It doesn’t offer any appraisal of
whether the rate of growth of oil production in Canada will eventually slow down to something
like the Evolving Scenario. Yet, a brief statement towards the end of the document acknowledges
that the reduced production level shown in the Evolving Scenario would not be sufficient to meet
Canada’s recently announced “net-zero by 2050” goal:
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It is also clear that Canada’s more ambitious goals, such as achieving net-zero by 2050,
will require faster transition than we have witnessed historically and faster than is shown
in the Evolving Scenario. Recognizing this fact, we have introduced a “Towards Netzero” section in EF2020.
— EF2020 Report, page 62 (emphasis added)

Having conceded in that sentence that the Evolving Scenario is insufficient, the report fails to
offer any assessment of how much lower future output levels over the next thirty years would
need to be in order to be consistent with the “more ambitious goals” promised by the
government.
Under the hopeful heading “Towards Net-Zero,” the report acknowledges that the Government
of Canada had just five days earlier announced that it is going to develop a “more ambitious”
climate plan which will be aimed at achieving what is described as “net-zero by 2050”. That
announcement of a commitment to achieve net-zero emissions was in fact released on November
19, 2020:
Canada has recently announced more ambitious climate commitments, including
exceeding 2030 emissions targets and achieving net-zero emissions by 2050.
Internationally, momentum towards climate action continues to accelerate, reinforcing
the global commitment made in the 2015 Paris Agreement to reach net-zero in the second
half of the century. Canada’s plan to achieve net-zero emissions by 2050, still under
development, will set legally binding, five-year emissions reduction milestones, based on
the advice of experts and consultations with Canadians.
— EF2020 Report, page 55 (emphasis added)

It has already been five years since Canada made a solemn commitment under the Paris
Agreement in December 2015 to take action to limit warming to 2°C and “to pursue efforts to
keep warming to below 1.5°C”. The implications of that commitment for coal and oil and natural
gas production were well known in 2015.
Since at least October 2018, when the IPCC Report on Global Warming to 1.5°C was published,
it has been well known that “net-zero” by 2050 was a crucial goal endorsed by a broad consensus
of the world’s leading climate scientists and endorsed by most major industrial countries,
including by the Canadian government.
The present Trudeau Government has already had at least two full years to contemplate the
implications of “net-zero by 2050” and to develop a plan of action that would allow Canada’s
energy industry to adapt to a world in which oil production would begin declining sharply,
starting no later than 2020.
It is disingenuous for Canada’s Energy Regulator (CER) to pretend that it didn’t need to start
thinking about this problem until November 19, 2020, when the Minister (Jonathan Wilkinson)
opened his mouth to talk about “net-zero by 2050”.
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The IEA had also warned since at least 2010 in its early “450 Scenario” study that global
reductions in crude oil use would have to start declining in absolute terms by 2020 to have even a
50-50 chance of keeping warming increase to below 2°C.
The present Liberal Government has been in power since October 2015. It made Canada’s
climate commitments in Paris in December 2015. Yet in November 2016, the same government
approved the two major pipeline expansions, TMX and Line 3, which together will add 910,000
bpd of new pipeline capacity. That new capacity will facilitate the 800,000 bpd of new oil sands
production projected to develop between 2019 and 2030, based on the Reference Case. Canada’s
total oil production increase (including oil sands) between 2019 and 2030 will be 1.2 million
bpd.
Since at least 2014, informed critics of the TMX pipeline expansion, including leading energy
economists and climate scientists in Canada, have been warning that this proposed pipeline
expansion (and the emissions implications of the resulting growth of oil sands output it
facilitates) will be incompatible with achieving Canada's declared climate commitments.
Why then are Canada’s plans to reconcile its policy governing oil sands growth and meeting its
Paris commitments “still under development”?
Canada’s Energy Future 2020 acknowledges in a back-handed way the discrepancy between the
Evolving Scenario’s modest slowdown in oil sands production growth and the much larger scale
of the reductions in fossil fuel use that would be required to meet the “net-zero emissions target
by 2050”. The report also offers this vague statement, although it lacks any specifics about
timelines and the impact on Canada’s oil production:
Achieving net-zero GHG emissions by 2050 will require an accelerated pace of transition
away from fossil fuels.
— EF2020 report, page 15 (emphasis added)

In plain English, that means that the projected growth of Canada’s oil production shown in both
the Reference case and in the Evolving Scenario cannot be maintained. But nowhere in the new
report is there any indication of what an "accelerated pace of transition” might mean in terms of
a substantial future reduction of oil sands production between 2020 and 2050.
At page 52, the report adds this convoluted statement, beneath the heading: "Does the Evolving
Scenario Meet Canada’s Climate Commitments?”
The Evolving Scenario provides an energy supply and demand outlook for Canada under
the general premise that the energy system continues to transition at its historical pace.
This contrasts with the Reference Scenario, which projects the Canadian energy system
as it looks today into the future. Recent ECCC [Environment Canada and Climate
Change] projections show that Canada is making progress to reach near-term climate
targets, particularly with its “With Additional Measures” scenario, and that more work
needs to be done to achieve them. Since the Evolving Scenario includes a similar policy
framework, readers can draw similar conclusions from our analysis of changing
Canadian energy use trends in the Evolving Scenario. The Government of Canada has
12

announced commitments to strengthen existing, and introduce new GHG-reducing
measures, to exceed Canada’s 2030 emissions reduction goal and to begin working
toward achieving net-zero emissions by 2050. It is also clear that Canada’s more
ambitious goals, such as achieving net-zero by 2050, will require faster transition than
we have witnessed historically and faster than is shown in the Evolving Scenario.
— EF2020 Report, page 62

That last sentence is the most revealing statement in the entire report, which in all other respects
is lacking candour.
The fundamental point is that if Canada is going to have any chance of achieving its promised
“more ambitious” climate goals, the production levels shown in the Evolving Scenario are
excessive.
What about this bold claim that Canada “continues to transition at its historical pace”?
The claim is misleading. The government’s own published data shows that Canada’s total
emissions in 2005 were 730 million tonnes (Mt). By 2018 they were 729 Mt. That indicates there
has been no significant “transition” at all over the past 13 years. Over the same 13 years,
Canada’s largest emitting sector (oil and gas) increased its emissions between 2005 and 2018
from 158 Mt to 193 Mt. That emissions growth was entirely driven by the expanding oil sands
industry (that single industry’s emissions rose from 37 Mt to 84 Mt during those years). And
Canada’s second largest emitting sector, Transportation (passenger vehicles, freight transport,
railways, domestic aviation, and marine shipping) increased from 161 Mt to 179 Mt.5.2
It is true that during the same 13 years Ontario and several other provinces substantially
eliminated their coal-fired electricity generation, reducing emissions from the electricity sector
across Canada by a remarkable 55 Mt. But all of those emissions reductions were more than
offset by the increases in oil sands emissions and in the transportation sector. In truth, Canada's
transition has not even started. In terms of global production of crude oil, Canada's oil sands
production increased from 1.065 million bpd in 2005 to 3.043 million bpd in 2018, making
Canada the world’s fourth largest oil producer. And Canada is currently projected to continue
increasing its crude oil production for another twenty-five years, to 2045. Where is the “historic”
transition?
It is true that the report provides some statistics indicating, among other things, that energy
efficiency across the Canadian economy has improved; that per capita emissions in Canada have
slightly declined; and that carbon intensity of production in the oil sands industry has declined.
But none of those achievements of a statistical kind have led to any absolute reduction of
Canada’s total emissions since 2005. Most importantly, improvements in the carbon intensity of
oil sands production have not halted the continued rise in the annual level of oil sands emissions,
which has increased virtually every year since 2005.5.1
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VI.

Additional pipeline capacity provided by the TMX project: is it needed?

One question, raised implicitly by the new EF2020 report (but not explicitly discussed at any
length in the document), is whether Canada’s newly promised “more ambitious” climate plan
and specifically the commitment announced on November 19, 2020, (to achieve “net-zero”
emissions by 2050) means that the additional pipeline capacity promised by the Trans Mountain
project may not be required.
The report includes this interesting graph, Figure D (Figure R.12 at page 44 of the report), which
depicts Canada’s existing and planned pipeline capacity and projected oil output to 2050. The
three new pipelines are represented by the blue-coloured horizontal bands and would provide
total new shipping capacity of 1.740 million bpd.
Keystone XL was the largest, at 830,000 barrels per day. That project, initially cancelled by
President Obama in 2015 but then re-authorized by Trump in 2017, was again cancelled by the
new Biden Administration on January 20, 2020.
The Trans Mountain (now under construction) if completed will provide 540,000 bpd of new
capacity; and Line 3 (already far advanced in construction) gives another 370,000 bpd.
Figure D: Planned new pipeline capacity, and projected future oil production to 2050

Source: Canada’s Energy Future 2020, November 24, 2020, Figure R.12 at page 44

The total supply of crude oil (including bitumen) available for export is less than Canada’s total
oil production, because a small portion of Canada's total production is diverted for refining and
domestic use in Canada.6 Figure D shows the available supply for export under the two
scenarios. The Reference Case, shown by the top black dotted line, curves up to just above 6
million bpd of available supply by the mid- and late 2040s – and that level of available supply,
according to the EF2020 analysis, would utilize all of the planned 1.740 million bpd of new
pipeline capacity.
But the striking feature of this graph is that it shows, according to the Canada Energy
Regulator’s analysis, that if Canada’s oil production is modestly reduced over the coming
decades in line with the Evolving Scenario, the proposed new capacity provided by both the
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Keystone XL and by the Trans Mountain project would not be required. The Evolving Scenario
is depicted by the lower red dotted line, which more gently curves up to about 5 million bpd of
available supply in 2035-2040. Under the Evolving Scenario, the 370,000 bpd of new capacity
provided by Line 3 is required, but the other two projects will not be required.
More significantly, as we have noted above, the report at page 62 concedes (in the box headed
“Does the Evolving Scenario Meet Canada’s Climate Commitments?) that in order to meet
Canada's climate commitments, Canada “will require a faster transition, faster than we have
witnessed historically and faster than shown in the Evolving Scenario.”
If it is true that Canada’s energy transition will have to be faster even than shown in the Evolving
Scenario (and that it will have to be faster is beyond debate if we are guided by the series of
studies by the IEA and by the IPCC reports of 2013, 2014 and 2018, and by the annual UN
Emissions Gap reports), the curve representing Canada’s oil production available to be exported
to the U.S. and other countries will have to bend downwards very quickly to below where it was
in 2019 – and will have to do that well before 2030.
If Canada is going to take real action to meet its commitments under the Paris Agreement (or
more broadly if Canada is going to act to protect its own citizens and all human beings and slow
the destruction of natural systems that support life) all plans to facilitate the continued expansion
of oil sands production will have to be abandoned now.
The new report by the Canada Energy Regulator is inadequate and equivocal. Inadequate as it is,
a careful reading of the document shows us that the Government of Canada’s drive to complete
the TMX project is deeply flawed. The plan is inconsistent with effectively addressing the
climate threat. And the argument in favour of completing the pipeline based on economics is also
flawed, if we accept that global oil consumption will begin to decline within the next ten years.

VII.

“Achieving net-zero by 2050”: what does Canada’s declared goal mean?

The announcement on November 19, 2020, that Canada has adopted a more ambitious climate
plan to achieve “net-zero by 2050” does not provide any specific number of what the actual
reduction in Canada’s total annual emissions would have to be to meet that goal.
The same omission occurs in the Canada’s Energy Future 2020 report. It does not include any
information about the share of Canada’s current emissions that would actually have to be
eliminated by 2050 to successfully implement that plan. In the most recent available data,
greenhouse gas emissions in all seven sectors of the Canadian economy in 2018 totalled 729
million tonnes (Mt) of CO2eq. Canada’s commitment under the 2015 Paris Agreement (our
Nationally Determined Commitment or “NDC”) was to reduce our emissions 30% by 2030,
below 2005. The 2005 level was 730 Mt. The existing target for 2030 is 511 Mt.
What exactly is the government promising we will do by 2050?
A key promise underlying Canada’s new plan is that in future “negative emissions technologies”
will allow us to effectively remove CO2 from the atmosphere and do that on a sufficiently large
scale to ensure that by 2050 all further emissions released by Canada into the atmosphere are
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“balanced” by “emissions removals”. The goal is to ensure that the concentration of CO2 in the
atmosphere does not exceed the critical threshold that will lead to average global surface
temperature far above 2°C. But the future availability of those technologies is a conjecture.
A graph published in the EF2020 report explains the basic concept. It appears as Figure NZ.1,
under the title “Illustrative Example, the GHG Emissions Remaining after Mitigation and
Emissions Removal”. We reproduce it below as Figure E.
Figure E: Diagram described as “Illustrative Example” showing mitigation and residual emissions

Source: Canada’s Energy Future 2020, November 24, 2020, Figure NZ.1 at p.67

In the report, adjacent to the above diagram, a short paragraph tells us only this:
Reaching net-zero emissions does not necessarily require eliminating all emissions
everywhere. Instead, residual emissions can be balanced by enhanced biological sinks
and negative emissions technologies.
— EF2020 report, page 67 (emphasis added)

The vertical axis measures the level of annual emissions, depicted as starting to decline in 2020.
But there is no scale or actual numbers to tell us what the reduced level of Canada’s emissions is
supposed to be by 2050 or, in the terminology of this plan, what the projected amount of
“residual emissions” might be in 2050. Nor does the diagram reveal anything about what the
expected level of reduced emissions would have to be by 2030 or by 2040 in order to stay on this
hypothetical downward trajectory. It is just a sketch of a concept.
The text of the document tells us that numeral 3 on the diagram represents “remaining
emissions” (the same thing as “residual emissions”). As can be seen on the far right-hand side of
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the diagram, by 2050 a substantial but unspecified volume of emissions is still being released
into the atmosphere. Hypothetically offsetting that volume of remaining emissions, an equivalent
volume of “emissions removals” (represented by numeral 4) is assumed to be achieved in 2050
to ensure that the overall result for that year will be “net-zero”. Numeral 5 is said to represent
“net emissions”, because it assumes that “removals” by 2050 will balance remaining emissions.
Therefore, the sketch envisions that if we fail to adopt new policies within the next thirty years to
achieve the needed deep reductions by 2050 (i.e., mitigation policies that allow us to massively
reduce our emissions by ending our dependence on coal, oil, and natural gas) or if we choose not
to do so, we can halt any further increases in the amount of CO2 in the earth’s atmosphere by
deploying new technologies that will have the capacity to actually remove CO2 from the
atmosphere.
The concept assumes, or promises, that massive installations of CCUS technology (“Carbon
Capture, Utilization, and Storage”) and other future technologies (which do not yet exist or now
exist only in very small-scale experimental forms) will allow us to declare, by 2050, that we have
ceased “net additions” to the cumulative amount of carbon in the atmosphere. Meeting that
promise, of course, is left to the world’s children and they will bear the economic burden of that.
CCUS, which has already been adopted at a limited number of sites around the world including
two installations in Alberta, has the capability to capture and separate CO2 from the flue gases at
large industrial facilities. It has not yet proven to be economically viable for large-scale
deployment. CCUS technology is discussed in more detail in Note 4. Other proposed future
technologies, referred to generically as CDR technologies (Carbon Dioxide Removal) and
“engineered negative emissions solutions”, envision methods that will allow CO2 to be directly
removed from the atmosphere (“direct air removal”) and hybrid schemes such as BECCS
(bioenergy combined with CCUS). These technologies either do not exist or exist at a very
small-scale experimental stage. CDR is discussed in Part XI of this paper and in Note 9.
A core feature of the scheme is the concept of “residual” or “remaining” emissions. That refers
to the amount of annual CO2 emissions and other greenhouse gases (i.e., methane and nitrous
oxide, etc.) that will continue to be released into the atmosphere by 2050 and that will continue
for some decades after that, although the report’s graph suggests that after 2050 a transition to
new energy technologies will gradually diminish the size of those ongoing emissions.
In this scheme, the size of the “remaining emissions” by 2050 is a crucial “unknown” that will
make the difference between a possibly viable outcome (if the remaining emissions are very
small) and one that masks a pathway to catastrophic failure (if the remaining emissions are very
large and beyond our capacity to remove). The outcome depends on the magnitude of the
“remaining emissions” by 2050 and whether the promised technologies by then are viable.
If under this plan we allow relatively high levels of industrial emissions (including high levels of
emissions from ongoing oil sands operations and other oil and gas sector activities) to continue
to 2030 and beyond, then by 2050 the annual level of emissions in Canada could still be as high
as 100 Mt or 200 Mt, or even 400 Mt (the level is 730 Mt now). The EF2020 report reveals
nothing at all about what the level of “remaining emission” is expected to be 30 years now.
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Until the government tells us what the proposed target for “remaining emissions” is going to be,
there is no plan. There is nothing to look at to decide whether it is a worthy or feasible plan.
If our elected politicians were to candidly tell us that their new plan envisions that Canada will
still be releasing, for example, 300 Mt a year of “remaining emissions” by 2050, we would at
least know exactly what “net-zero” means in this context. It would mean our children (and their
children) are going to be responsible for figuring out how to remove 300 Mt of CO2 from the
atmosphere by using CDR technology, and to do that every year until Canada manages to reduce
its “remaining emissions” down to zero. If that is the measure of the so-called “residual
emissions”, we would point out that it is a reckless plan because we have no assurance that CDR
will prove effective or viable on the scale required to remove 300 Mt a year by 2050.
There is another problem. If relying on this vague and uncertain “plan” we continue to allow
high levels of emissions for another ten years in Canada, by the time we discover – for example
sometime in the early 2030s or later – that needed CDR technologies are not in fact going to be
viable, or not viable on the scale required, it will be too late to get our emissions under control.
In addition, the absence of any announced interim emissions reduction goal for 2030 makes this
scheme doubly meaningless. Without hearing details of Canada’s planned emissions by 2030,
Canadians are deprived of any ability to assess whether the Government of Canada’s current
policies are remotely consistent with meeting a much more ambitious emissions reduction target
by 2050 – even if we knew what the promised “remaining emissions” target is, which we don’t.
The 2030 target is crucial.* Extensive scientific evidence is available from multiple highly
regarded sources, including sources acknowledged as authoritative by the Canadian government,
that show the magnitude of the emissions reductions on a global scale that must be fully achieved
by 2030 to give us any realistic chance of keeping warming to 1.5°C or less than 2°C and give us
sufficient time to achieve the much deeper cuts required by 2050 to meet that overriding goal.
The new Bill C-12 tabled in Parliament stipulates that the government will be required to reveal
a new emissions reduction goal for 2030, but the draft legislation (not yet enacted) only provides
that the government produce that new number within 9 months after the Bill becomes law. That
means that the new 2030 target, so essential to assess the true nature and feasibility of the
government’s recently announced “net-zero by 2050” target, will probably not be made public
until early 2022.
The announcement on November 19, 2020, does not provide a new climate plan for Canada. It is
a new communications plan. The new announcements appear to be designed to allow the
Government of Canada more time to delay the day of candour – to delay a truthful accounting of
the contradiction between Canada’s existing energy policies, which continue to facilitate the
ongoing expansion of the oil and gas sector and delay the kind of action required within the next
ten years to give us a realistic chance of avoiding a catastrophic outcome.

*

A core finding of the October 7, 2018, IPCC Special Report 2018 is that in order to achieve the ultimate goal of
net-zero by 2050 the annual level of global emissions must by 2030 be reduced 50% below the 2010 level: see Note
3 (“Pathways limiting global warming to 1.5°C”) on page 29.
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The government’s simplistic embrace of media-friendly terms like “net-zero by 2050” and
“residual emissions”, without revealing any actual goals, is deceitful. Without a clearly defined
and stringent new reduction target for 2030, all the talk about “net-zero” is misleading.

VIII.

The Parliamentary Budget Officer's report: December 8, 2020

The Parliamentary Budget Officer (PBO) routinely provides economic and financial analysis to
Parliament. The background to this new report issued on December 8, 2020, was the fateful
decision by the Government of Canada on August 31, 2018 to purchase the Trans Mountain
Pipeline system for $4.4 billion. The declared strategy was that the government would use
taxpayers’ money to carry out the planned expansion of that pipeline project, and then re-sell the
operating pipeline back to the private sector.
Litigation by Indigenous Nations, including the Squamish and Tsleil-Watuth Nations and others,
(who have title claims to much of the territory, coastal waters, and the river estuary transected by
the construction project as it approaches the pipeline’s Pacific Ocean terminus) was initially
successful and resulted in a court ruling on August 30, 2018, that declared invalid the original
cabinet’s authorization. Construction was halted for almost a year. Following an abbreviated
further environmental review, construction was re-authorized by a new cabinet order in June
2019. In the interim, the estimated cost of construction had escalated to $12.6 billion. There are
also concerns that construction costs will further escalate, and that completion of the expanded
pipeline will be delayed beyond the presently scheduled December 2022 date.
The government’s promise was that once the project was completed the pipeline would be sold
and the government would then recoup its investment which, based on the existing cost estimate,
would be about $17 billion.
However, the valuation of the pipeline for eventual re-sale will depend on its future utilization by
oil producers in Alberta. That depends on their future production levels and need to transport
bitumen by pipeline to the Marine Terminal in the Port of Vancouver. The question is whether
the pipeline’s future “utilization” (that is the term used in the PBO's report) will be sufficient to
make it a profitable enterprise over the next thirty years. The report indicates that about 80% of
the total shipping capacity of the pipeline is already committed over the initial 20 years (to
2040). But after that, the level of utilization is uncertain.
One major source of that uncertainty is the prospect that the demand for pipeline shipping
capacity to the West Coast in future years will be much reduced if global oil consumption
declines, which will be accompanied by a decline in world oil prices. Costs of production per
barrel in Alberta’s oil sands are among the highest in the world. A major risk, now belatedly
recognized by financial regulators, lenders, and central banks, is that high-cost producers of
unconventional oil (Alberta’s oil sands is one of the world’s most prominent examples of that
because of its reliance on very capital-intensive extraction technologies) will be among the first
to be hit by increasingly stringent measures to respond to climate change. As oil demand begins
to decline, world oil prices will fall. The highest-cost producers will no longer be able to stay in
business. If production levels in Alberta’s oil sands begin to decline, the “utilization” of TMX
will begin to decline, especially after 2040.
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The PBO was called upon to undertake a valuation of the government’s asset (ownership of the
shares of the pipeline company). In the case of pipelines, due to the enormous costs of the initial
construction, ongoing profitability and value will depend on some assurance that the asset (the
pipeline) will be fully utilized and will produce revenue over many decades. A pipeline can have
a “useful life” of 40 to 50 years.
That is the precise point that gives this otherwise routine report by the Parliamentary Budget
Officer unique significance.
The PBO's review required that a question be posed that has escaped scrutiny in all of the inquiry
processes during the past seven years, starting with the National Energy Board (NEB) in late
2013 when it began its three-year inquiry that ultimately recommended in May 2016 that the
government approve the TMX project. That question, never answered by any independent public
inquiry, is whether the continued growth of oil sands production to 2030 and to 2040 can be
reconciled with Canada’s climate commitments. That is still the fundamental question.
The NEB during its lengthy inquiry refused to consider any scientific evidence at all about
climate change, or any evidence about the long-term implications of the growing emissions that
would be released by expanding oil sands production facilitated by this pipeline, notwithstanding
that the TMX project was expected to be operational for thirty years or longer.7 There was ample
evidence, already available by late 2013 when the NEB began its review process, that continued
expansion of global oil production after about 2020 would be inconsistent with any solution to
the advancing climate threat.
In order for the PBO to carry out its routine analysis in this case concerning the purchase of this
pipeline asset, it was obliged at least to flag the crucial issue that every other review process in
Canada avoided in the period between 2013 and late 2016 before the decision by the Liberal
Government to approve the project. The original rationale for approving the TMX project was
that the additional shipping capacity it offered would be needed to carry the expected growing
level of oil sands production through 2020 to 2050.
The question, until now scrupulously excluded from the public agenda (and literally excluded
from the “List of Issues” by the NEB inquiry on April 2, 2014), is whether this growing level of
oil sands production is consistent with Canada’s climate commitments.
Now, the Parliamentary Budget Officer like the Canada Energy Regulator has very tentatively
put this question on the public agenda. But, as we can see, the Parliamentary Budget Officer’s
report does not actually answer the question. It merely identifies the issue as one that has a
significant bearing on the true valuation of TMX as an asset. The substance of the analysis is
shown in Figure 3-1 at page 13 of the PBO report, which we reproduce below as Figure F:
Figure F, which was published in the PBO report, is virtually identical to Figure D, which was
developed by the Canada Energy Regulator and published in their EF2020 report. The numbers
on the vertical axis on the left side represent Canada’s total oil production “supply available” for
export. The broken line represents the increasing level of production based on the Reference
Scenario. It continues to rise until it reaches or slightly exceeds 6 million bpd by 2045.
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The solid line represents the CER’s new “Evolving Scenario”. It shows Canada’s total oil
production will continue to rise to about 2035, when it “peaks” at about 5 million bpd –
indicating that by the mid-2030s Canada’s production under the Evolving Scenario would be
about 1 million bpd less than it would be under the current policy scenario.
Figure F: PBO report – planned new pipeline capacity and projected oil production to 2020

Source: Parliamentary Budget Office, Trans Mountain Pipeline – Financial and Economic Considerations –
Update, December 8, 2020, Figure 3-1 at page 13

It is this gradually widening “gap” between the amount of Canada’s production that will be
available for export under the two Scenarios that raises concerns about the future “utilization” of
TMX. What are the implications for the utilization of TMX if over the period 2020 to 2050 oil
sands output stops expanding and begins to decline – in line with the Evolving Scenario, or even
more rapidly?
It can be seen that, in the case of the Evolving Scenario, there would be no need at all for the
additional shipping capacity provided by the TMX and Keystone XL pipelines, assuming that the
construction of the Enbridge Line 3 pipeline is completed (Line 3 is routed from Alberta south to
Superior, Wisconsin). The PBO report deals succinctly with the valuation of TMX under the
Reference Case Scenario:
Trans Mountain continues to be a profitable undertaking under current climate policy
framework
The report explains why the outlook is positive under the Reference Case scenario:
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Pipelines typically generate steady cash flows over a long period of time given that, as
monopolies, their revenues are subject to provisions in the Canada Energy Regulator
Act.
— PBO 2020 Report , page 10.

The main point is that if high levels of oil production are assured in Western Canada for another
thirty years, which is the assumption underlying the Reference Case, steady cash flow for the
pipeline is more certain over that entire period. The pipeline will be profitable.

IX.

The PBO and the Evolving Scenario

The PBO report uses very restrained language to describe the problem:
There is a risk of unused pipeline capacity for Western Canadian oil exports in the
decades ahead depending on federal climate policy.
Given the considerable spare pipeline capacity in CER’s “evolving scenario”, shippers
may not be compelled to enter into committed contracts. In that case, the Trans Mountain
Pipeline system could revert to a cost-of-service tolling framework. In such a system, the
total tolls charged to shippers would be equal to the total cost to Trans Mountain to
provide service, including a regulated return on the base rate. A reversion to a cost-of
service toll framework in the 2040s would be less lucrative for Trans Mountain
Corporation and lower the asset's’ present net value accordingly.
— PBO Report, pages 13-14 (emphasis added)

The analysis is gently deferential to the government. The PBO merely observes that whether
there is a “risk of unused pipeline capacity” in the decades ahead "depends on federal climate
policy”.
The PBO report is therefore a very narrowly defined analysis solely of the financial value of the
pipeline. It contains no discussion of the risks of climate change or the costs and burdens that
climate change and rising emissions (flooding, forest fires, droughts, extreme weather events,
ocean acidification) will place on Canadian citizens over the next thirty years.
Even from the very specific point of view of an asset valuation, we would have expected that in
its analysis the PBO would at least address the risk of the far greater amount of unused pipeline
capacity which will result if, in attempting belatedly to meet its ambitious climate commitments,
Canada adopts far more stringent policies that require much faster energy transition than
envisioned by the Evolving Scenario – or if other countries, regardless of what Canada does,
adopt decisive climate policies that significantly reduce global oil consumption. Deeper
reductions than shown in the Evolving Scenario will dramatically reduce pipeline utilization.
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X.

The future path of Canada’s oil sands production

And while the PBO report acknowledges that there is a risk of unused pipeline capacity
depending on federal climate policy, the greatest risk of future unused pipeline capacity is from
developments over which the Government of Canada has no control at all. If other countries
move to adopt more aggressive climate policies that begin to curb global oil consumption, then
once oil use begins to decline world oil prices will decline. The EF2020 report has spelled out
that contingency and its implications for Canada, which are worth repeating:
In a global energy system that does move towards net-zero, global crude oil use is very
likely to decrease compared to current levels. If demand is decreasing, global crude oil
prices, and hence the prices received by Canadian producers, will likely be lower than
they would be if demand were higher.
— EF2020 Report, page 79

The costs of production per barrel in Canada’s oil sands are already among the highest in the
world. As world oil prices decline, Canada will be increasingly unable to compete with lower
cost producers. As that happens, Canada’s oil sands production will go into decline, no matter
how intransigently our government insists that the industry can continue to expand.8
The PBO report does not address that possibility or explore how much, and how rapidly,
Canada’s oil production might have to be reduced to meet Canada’s climate commitments – or
how rapidly our oil production will be reduced if other countries take strong action to meet their
climate commitments. The PBO report therefore avoids all the difficult questions. Neither report
has done a service to Canadians.
Nevertheless, the Canada’s Energy Future 2020 report recognizes that if the world is going to
act with any realistic chance of successfully keeping the rise in global average surface
temperature to less than 1.5°C (meaning that the global energy system must reach net-zero by
2050) global oil consumption must begin to decline.
If the world is going to embrace that path, further expansion of oil sands output will not occur
and the Trans Mountain pipeline expansion is not required.
We might ask, then, under what conditions or circumstances might the pipeline be required?
Under what circumstances might Canada’s oil sands production continue to increase?
One set of circumstances will be a tragic one. If other countries, even just a significant share of
the G20 countries - the dominant industrial economies and major emitters - fail or refuse to adopt
the kinds of ambitious and stringent new climate policies that will be needed to rapidly reduce oil
consumption (and also coal and natural gas consumption), global oil demand will remain at high
levels for at least another decade or two, and oil prices will be relatively high. In that event,
Canada’s oil sands production will be able to continue to successfully expand. That outcome,
essentially a continuation of existing global oil production growth trends, is reflected in the
EF2020 report’s Reference Case.
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If the world, by irresolution and unconscionable indifference, follows that pathway of
undiminishing reliance on high levels of global oil consumption for another decade, by 2030 the
earth will be irrevocably committed to warming well above 2°C.

XI.

A last resort: Carbon Dioxide Removal (CDR) technologies

There remains one other set of conditions under which, we are told, Canada’s oil sands
production could conceivably continue to grow for another decade or two. It is based on
promises about the future availability of technologies which, governments and industry claim,
will have the capacity to remove CO2 from the atmosphere. At present these technologies do not
exist. Or in some cases they exist only in very small-scale experimental forms but have not been
proven to be viable for large-scale deployment.
The concept of carbon-removal technologies is presented in bare outline in Canada’s Energy
Future 2020, but it is discussed in that report in the very limited context of deploying “negative
emissions” technologies to reduce future emissions within Canada (see Part VII above).
Proponents favouring continued expansion of Canada’s oil sands put forward an extraordinary
scenario that would deliberately allow and encourage ongoing high levels of oil and natural gas
consumption on a global scale for to 2045 and after, while relying on these future technological
solutions to later address the problem of rising emissions.
That ambitious scheme is based on the premise that, over the next 30 years or so, new
technologies (broadly referred to as Carbon Dioxide Removal (CDR) technologies or
“engineered forms of negative emissions”) will be developed and deployed that will have the
capacity after 2050 and through to the end of the 21st century to remove massive amounts of CO2
from the atmosphere. The additional amounts of CO2 that will be released into the atmosphere
from ongoing reliance on oil and natural gas during the next three decades (that will have to be
removed later) are described as “residual emissions”.
This envisioned technological solution is based on a conjecture, which is fraught with
uncertainty, that industrial countries (including Canada) will develop and deploy CDR
technologies on a very large scale and that the technologies will actually prove to be viable and
scalable.9
Political and industry leaders would have our oil sands industry continue to expand for another
20 or 30 years – for the immediate economic benefit of the present generation they say – and that
later, starting around 2050, the world’s children will spend the second half of the 21st century
attempting to remove those emissions from the atmosphere at enormous economic cost – and by
technological means that do not yet exist and which may not prove viable. It is a discreditable
proposal.
In truth, the world may desperately need these envisioned CDR technologies in the decades
ahead, if they should prove viable, just to help our children cope with the cumulative CO2
emissions we have already released into atmosphere. It is unconscionable and reckless to
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suggest, as our political leaders are now doing, that the promise of future CDR technology can
justify the ongoing expansion of Canada’s oil sands industry.
The accelerating rise in the atmospheric carbon concentration we have witnessed during the past
five years tells us that the remaining timeline is brief and unforgiving.10

XII.

Which pathway has Canada chosen?

A Healthy Environment and a Healthy Economy is being promoted as the public face of
Canada’s new “Net-zero by 2050” climate plan. Released on December 11, 2020, the 79-page
brochure claims that Canada’s emissions will fall to 503 Mt by 2030. The largest share of that
reduction is a promised cut of 56 Mt in the oil and gas sector, our biggest emitting sector.
However, the document offers no analysis or data to identify any specific new policies or
measures that could account for cuts of oil and gas sector emissions on that scale.
A brief 9-page “Annex” appended to the Healthy Economy document gives us the same 56 Mt
number, with no accounting of how it will be achieved. Table 1 in the Annex gives 194 Mt as the
projected level of total oil and gas sector emissions by 2030 based on current policies (described
as the “Reference Case”). Table 3 in the Annex says that total oil and gas will be reduced to 138
Mt by 2030 by relying on promised new policies.5.6
It is helpful to compare this new low projection of 138 Mt to the data published a year ago, in
January 2020, in Canada’s Fourth Biennial Report, which is Canada’s most recent official report
to the UNFCCC. It gave 213 Mt as our government’s projection of the expected annual level of
total oil and gas sector emissions by 2030, based on current policies. Taking into account
“Additional Measures” (new emissions reduction policies promised but not yet adopted or
implemented), the January 2, 2020 report projected that oil and gas emissions could be reduced
to 199 Mt by 2030.5.3
The promise that oil and gas sector emissions can be reduced to 138 Mt by 2030 is
unprecedented. It is almost unbelievable and may be unbelievable. That promised outcome
would require a cut of 61 Mt below the Reference Case number of 199 Mt given in the Fourth
Biennial report a little over 12 months ago.
According to the January 2020 data published in the Fourth Biennial Report, emissions in the oil
sands sub-sector are projected to rise from 81 Mt in 2017 to 110 Mt by 2030 (they rose to 84 Mt
in 2018). A reduction of oil sands emissions by 56 Mt would involve an extraordinary 50%
reduction of all emissions in the oil sands industry – including emissions from upgrading, mining
operations, and In Situ operations. That would require a radical and fundamental re-shaping of
the oil sands industry, and substantial replacement of the existing technologies that it is based on.
During the past five years, the government’s most optimistic projections have consistently shown
that the adoption of new technologies will not significantly lower the carbon-intensity per barrel
of oil sands production by 2030.
We would have expected that the Healthy Economy document would have laid out the details
and provided Canadians with an analysis and data to substantiate this extraordinary claim. It does
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not do so. An absolute reduction in the range of 56 Mt to 61 Mt is impossible to account for,
based on the information we have been given. The government’s bold claim made on December
11, 2020, that oil and gas sector emissions will be cut to 138 Mt by 2030 is a promise that has no
proper foundation in evidence – or at least not in any evidence disclosed to Canadians.
We are left to speculate that the Government of Canada plans to rely on large-scale deployment
of carbon capture and storage (CCUS) technology to achieve emissions cuts in Canada’s oil
sands industry. CCUS is extolled several times in the Healthy Economy document. If that is the
government’s new plan, it has been adopted without any public process to examine and disclose
to the public its feasibility and long-term consequences. Adoption of CCUS will be aimed to
allow Canada’s oil sands industry to continue expanding for several more decades.
A new government policy promoting CCUS technology is obviously useful to the government
and to the oil sands industry to persuade Canadians that we can lower Canada’s total emissions
to meet our 511 Mt commitment under the Paris Agreement – and do so while we simultaneously
continue to expand oil sands production to 2045.
But in truth the technology will at best capture and sequester only a small fraction of the total
well-to-wheels emissions that will be released into the atmosphere from each barrel of oil we
produce.5.7 The vision of “net-zero oil sands production” touted in Canada’s Energy Future 2020
is a shabby communications strategy by our government. As a matter of climate policy it is a
delusion.
It is surprising and deeply disturbing that A Healthy Environment and a Healthy Economy does
not acknowledge that global oil production will have to sharply decline to meet the global netzero goal by 2050. It is silent about how the ongoing expansion of Canada’s oil sands production
can be reconciled with that goal. It affirms the EF2020 “Reference Case” as an accurate measure
of the industry’s planned growth to 2030. It assumes without question that oil sands production
will continue to expand.
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NOTES
1.

Canada’s Energy Future 2016

A January 27, 2016 National Energy Board (NEB) report, Canada’s Energy Future 2016:
Energy Supply and Demand Projections to 2040, concluded that global oil consumption,
especially in Asia, would likely continue to grow for at least another twenty-five years. Based on
that projection of increasing oil demand for several more decades, the NEB forecast that
Canada’s oil sands production would increase from the 2014 level of 2.4 million bpd to 4.8
million bpd by 2040 – a doubling of production.
In October 2016, the NEB published an update (titled Canada’s Energy Future 2016 Update)
that lowered its projections due to uncertainty about future oil prices, forecasting that production
by 2040 would reach 4.3 million bpd by 2040, still a 72% increase above the 2015 level of 2.5
million bpd. It gave 3.967 million bpd as the expected level by 2030.
The final version of the “upstream emissions assessment” for the Trans Mountain pipeline
released on November 25, 2016 (Review of Related Greenhouse Gas Emissions Estimates for the
Trans Mountain Expansion Project) adopted the NEB’s October 2016 Update forecast that oil
sands production would increase to 3.967 million bpd by 2030, and to 4.3 million bpd by 2040:
see Review report, November 25, 2016, s. B.2.1 at p. 21, “Canadian Oil Supply Growth.” The
Federal Government authorized the pipeline expansion on November 29, 2016.

2.

International Energy Agency (IEA): the “Sustainable Development Scenario”

The International Energy Agency’s (IEA) “Sustainable Development Scenario” was published
on November 8, 2019 in its annual report World Energy Outlook 2019. The IEA document
presents the findings of the Sustainable Development Scenario, which was designed to calculate
how much global oil consumption would need to decline below existing production levels in
order to give us a realistic chance to limit the further increase in the earth’s average surface
temperature to less than 1.8°C:
The Sustainable Development Scenario is constructed on the basis of limiting the
temperature rise to below 1.8°C with a 66% probability without the implied reliance on
global net-negative CO2 emissions, or 1.65°C with a 50% probability.
— World Energy Outlook 2019, section 2.4 at page 88 (emphasis added)

In the above quote, “without implied reliance on net-negative CO2 emissions” means that the
IEA’s scenario, in estimating the reductions in fossil fuel use required to stay within the 1.8°C
limit, does not assume that, in future, viable technologies will be developed and deployed that
will have the capacity to extract CO2 from the atmosphere (technologies of that kind do not yet
exist, except in very small experimental schemes). Accordingly, the assumptions in the IEA's
scenario are comparatively realistic, and do not depend on conjecture about future technologies.
One consequence of that realism, it will be noted, is that the IEA’s scenario does not promise any
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chance that its proposed reductions of global oil consumption can limit warming to less than
1.5°C. It just offers a chance to keep warming to less than 1.8°C.
Based on that realistic assumption about future technology, the IEA Sustainable Development
Scenario concludes that to have a 66% chance of limiting warming to 1.8°C, global oil
consumption would have to decline from the 2018 level of 97.7 million bpd down to 87.1 million
bpd by 2030, and further decline to 66.9 million bpd by 2040. That requires a 31% cut in global
oil consumption over the next 20 years, with an initial 10% cut within the next decade (it also
assumes even deeper cuts in global coal burning over the same period).
The World Energy Outlook 2019 report also includes two other scenarios that provide baseline
projections showing the expected growth of global oil production up to 2030 and 2040. Baseline
projections, also referred to as “business as usual” studies, calculate the future demand for crude
oil on the assumption that the world’s industrial economies continue to grow based on currently
existing energy systems and policies, that is, assuming that our present dependency on oil, coal,
and natural gas remains substantially unchanged. Figure G summarizes the oil production data
for each of the three scenarios:
Figure G: World Energy Outlook 2019: oil production scenarios: projections (in millions bpd)

2017

2018

2025

Current Policies Scenario
Stated Policies Scenario

2030

2035

111.5
95.1

Sustainable Development Scenario

97.7

103.5

105.4

2040
121.0

106.0

87.1

106.4
66.9

Source: World Energy Outlook 2019, Table 3.1, p. 132 and Annex A, Table A.1 p.672–673.

The Current Policies Scenario assumes there will be no significant changes that will impede the
growth of oil demand:
“The Current Policies Scenario shows what happens if the world continues along its
current path, without any additional changes in policy. In this scenario, energy demand
rises by 1.3% each year to 2040, with increasing demand for energy services
unconstrained by further efforts to achieve efficiency.”
— WEO 2019, Executive Summary p. 23
The “Stated Policies Scenario” shows more moderate growth in oil consumption. It incorporates
existing policies already implemented, but also takes into account additional measures
announced but not yet implemented, that are expected to moderate the growing demand for oil
over the next two decades. The Executive Summary of the report explains that the Stated Policies
Scenario
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“… incorporates today’s policy intentions and targets. Previously known as the New
Policies Scenario, it has been renamed to underline that it considers only specific policy
initiatives that have already been announced.”
The IEA’s two baseline projections show global oil production is expected to increase to 105.4
million bpd by 2030, and may rise to 111.5 million bpd by that date. In 2018 it was 97.7 million.
Between 2010 and 2017, the IEA published an earlier study, the 450 Scenario, which was then
the most widely known study examining the scale of the reductions in global oil consumption
that would be required to keep the rise in average global surface temperature within the 2°C
warming limit. The version of the 450 Scenario that was published in late 2015 in World Energy
Outlook 2015 (a year before Canada approved the TMX project) concluded that in order to have
a 50-50 chance of limiting warming to 2°C, global oil production would have to start declining
by 2020 and be reduced from 90.6 million bpd (the production level reached in 2014) down to
74.1 million bpd by 2040, a 20% reduction over 25 years.
The IEA ceased publishing the 450 Scenario in 2017 after it became the subject of broad
criticism because a 50% chance of a successful outcome was an obviously unsatisfactory guide
for developing safe public policy. The 450 Scenario had also failed to address the deeper cuts
that would be required to meet the new and more challenging 1.5°C goal, which was adopted at
the Paris Conference in December 2015. In November 2019, the IEA published its new
Sustainable Development Scenario which replaced the 450 Scenario.

3.

Pathways limiting global warming to 1.5°C

It was not until December 2015, when the Paris Agreement was negotiated, that countries,
including Canada, agreed “to pursue efforts to limit the temperature increase to 1.5°C.”
Recognizing that the newly stated goal would require much deeper and faster changes in energy
policy, the parties to the Paris Agreement in 2015 requested that the IPCC prepare a Special
Report on the impacts of warming to 1.5°C and on the measures needed to meet that goal.
Three years later, on October 7, 2018, the IPCC Special Report on Global Warming to 1.5°C
was published. It provided the results of comprehensive research about the magnitude of the
emissions reduction that would be required to keep the warming increase to 1.5°C. The Canadian
government expressly approved the language of the report’s Summary for Policy Makers when
the document was publicly released.
One core finding was that all releases of CO2 into the atmosphere must reach “net-zero” by 2050
to give us a 66% of reaching the 1.5°C goal.
A second core finding was that, in order to achieve that ultimate goal of net-zero by 2050, the
annual level of global emissions must by 2030 be reduced 50% below the 2018 level. The
Summary for Policy Makers published with the report sets out the main findings of the report. It
includes this helpful graph, which depicts the massive cuts required to avoid a catastrophic
outcome (reproduced here as Figure H):
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Figure H: Global emissions pathways

Source: IPCC Special Report on Global Warming of 1.5°C, figure SPM.3a.

The total annual level of global emissions is given on the vertical axis of the graph, measured in
billions of tonnes of carbon dioxide per year (GtCO2). The global total shown for 2020 is a little
over 40 GtCO2. The details provided in the Summary reported that total annual global CO2
emissions in fact reached 42 GtCO2 in 2018. Only carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions are
represented on the above graph.
Methane, nitrous oxide and other GHGs released from human activities are not included. Total
emissions of all GHGs in 2018 were 55 GtCO2eq. CO2 accounts for the vast majority of all
human caused emissions, about 70% of the total. CO2 emissions are of paramount concern not
only because of their scale, but because, unlike methane and some of the other GHGs, once CO2
is released into the atmosphere it remains there for centuries. For that reason, in terms of what is
in our power to control, the rising CO2 atmospheric concentration is irreversible.
The IPCC Special Report released in October 2018 explains very clearly how deep cuts achieved
by 2030 will determine what we will be able to do by 2050. Figure H above shows the direct
relationship between the scale of the reductions achieved by 2030 and the outcomes that will be
possible by 2050. The main graph represents only CO2 emissions. Non-CO2 emissions are
depicted separately on the right-hand side.
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Four mitigation pathways are highlighted, which are identified as P.1, P.2, P.3. and P.4. Each of
them offers a different combination of energy policy, technologies, and land use strategies to
achieve the hoped-for “net-zero” outcome by 2050. Importantly, each of the depicted pathways
relies on deploying Carbon Dioxide Removal (CDR) to a different degree. And while all four
Pathways project an eventual decline in fossil fuel consumption, they envision markedly
different rates of decline.
In the case of P.1, which relies to the smallest degree on future CDR technology in order to keep
warming within the 1.5°C limit, the graph shows that by 2030 total CO2 emissions decline to an
annual level of about 20 GtCO2 (down from 42 GtCO2 in 2018). That is a massive and
unprecedented undertaking. Because total CO2 emissions must be cut down to about 20 GtCO2
within ten years, that requires rapidly winding down the consumption of oil, coal, and natural gas
within the next ten years.
The consumption of oil and coal in P.1 is rapidly and very substantially curtailed by 2030. At
present, fossil fuels account for over 80% of all primary energy (the remainder is hydroelectric,
nuclear, wind, and solar). The report explains that under pathway P.1, by 2030 oil’s share of the
world’s primary energy supply would decline 37% below the 2010 level. By 2050, oil’s share of
final energy demand would be reduced by 87% (those numbers are set out in Figure SPM.3b in
the Summary for Policy Makers in the IPCC Special Report). In the case of coal, under P.1 the
decline in its share of primary energy supply is much faster and deeper. Coal is down 78% by
2030 compared to 2010, and down 97% by 2050.
P.1 is described in the report as a mitigation plan aimed to reach “net-zero” by 2050 with
minimal reliance on CDR technology. The Summary Report says this about the P.1 pathway:
“Afforestation is the only CDR considered, neither fossil fuels with CCS nor BCCS are used.”
Afforestation” refers to very large-scale projects that plant new forests and expand existing forest
cover, and includes other changes to land use, restoration of wetlands, and changes in agriculture
that would enhances the natural capacity of the earth’s surface to absorb carbon from the
atmosphere. P.1 does not depend on future large-scale deployment of new CDR technologies,
such as BECCS or other direct air removal schemes.
In contrast, under Pathways P2, P3, and P4, which are all premised on much greater reliance on
the future viability of CDR technology, the envisioned reductions in oil, coal, and natural gas
consumption to 2030 and to 2050 are more gradual.
In the case of P.4, the start of any deep emissions cuts is deferred until after 2030. That delay is
“compensated” for by very heavy reliance on CDR technology after 2050. P.4 assumes that
carbon dioxide “removals” in the order of 1200 GtCO2 will be successfully achieved after 2050
(at present the annual level of carbon dioxide emissions is about 42 GtCO2). That represents
removing about 30 years of our emissions.
P.3 is described as a “middle-of-the-road scenario”. Under P.3 the overall decline in global
emissions between 2020 and 2030 is depicted by a shallower line. Oil’s share of primary energy
by 2030 in relation to the 2010 level declines by only 3%, although coal’s share declines by
73%. The report describes this scenario as one in which “emissions reductions are mainly
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achieved by changing the way energy and products are produced, and to a lesser degree by
reductions in demand.”
All four pathways are described meeting the “net-zero” goal by 2050. However, that means only
that under each of these scenarios, for example under P.3, large scale deployment of CDR
technologies in the decades after 2050 (and deployed to a lesser extent before 2050) will remove
from the atmosphere large enough volumes of CO2 to eventually offset the entirety of the
“residual emissions” that were released prior to 2050. “Residual emissions” are defined as the
volume of emissions that will be released during the next three decades (in the period 20202050) that exceeds the permitted amount to stay within 1.5°C warming limit (also called
“overshoot”). So, under P.3 and P.4 we would allow emissions to exceed the safe limit but claw
back that excess amount during the second half of the 21st century. Of course, the entire scheme
depends on a contingency, namely that the promised CDR technologies, which do not at present
exist, will be available and will be economically viable.
Figure H explains the unforgiving time constraints we face. The only alternatives we have are
that we either achieve immediate cuts in the order of 50% on a global average within the next ten
years (which will necessitate substantial deep cuts in global oil consumption in this decade) or, if
we are unable or unwilling to do that, there will remain for our children the theoretical
possibility of deploying “carbon dioxide removal” technologies (CDR) which, if they are
actually developed and eventually prove viable, might remove substantial amounts of the
cumulative CO2 from the atmosphere.

4.

Carbon Capture, Utilization, and Storage (CCUS) technology

The Canada’s Energy Future 2020 report promotes Carbon Capture, Utilization, and Storage
(CCUS) as a technological pathway for "deep decarbonization” of oil sands production:
CCUS offers an opportunity to capture CO2 for geological storage and utilization. In
some cases, the captured CO2 can also be used for Enhanced Oil recovery, increasing the
production of crude oil by injecting it into active production fields. CCUS is already in
use in the oil sands. The Shell Quest CCS facility, in operation since 2015, has been able
to store over four million tonnes of CO2 from the Scotford bitumen upgrader.
Approximately 35% of the facility’s annual CO2 emissions have been successfully
captured and stored by this technology. CCUS could be combined with cogeneration, or
direct air capture, for additional reductions and/or use opportunities”.
— EF2020 Report, page 81

Unfortunately, the above paragraph extolling the potential of using CCUS technology to reduce
oil sands emissions gives us a misleading characterization of the history of CCUS in Alberta. In
fact, a major effort was undertaken by the Alberta government between 2008 and 2014 to initiate
large scale installation of CCUS at oil sands operations in the province (at that time it was
referred to as carbon capture and storage or “CCS”). It failed principally because it proved to be
too expensive. Measured by the cost of removing each tonne of CO2 at an industrial operation,
the technology was not economically viable.
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The fact that the Canada’s Energy Future 2020 report would tout CCUS as a potential pathway
to achieve deep decarbonization in the oil sands is disturbing. It appears that the Canada Energy
Regulator (CER) is seeking to persuade Canadians that technological solutions can be found to
achieve ambitious climate policy objectives while at the same time allowing the oil sands
industry to continue its expansion for another twenty or thirty years.
The Report recites a menu of future technological innovations it claims will make it possible to
achieve “net-zero emissions” by 2050. It puts forward CCUS as a central part of the solution. We
need to understand the troubled history of CCUS in Canada, and why it presents a mass of
uncertainties and unresolved problems.
At present, the only working technology that can separate and remove industrial CO2 gas and
prevent it from entering the atmosphere, albeit at enormous cost, is carbon capture and storage
(also referred to more recently as carbon capture utilization and storage technology (CCUS).
In the case of the oil sands, CCUS would capture CO2 emissions from the flue gases where the
fuel for the extraction process is combusted (at the bitumen sites and at processing facilities
where natural gas is burned to generate heat and steam) and thus prevent the gases from being
released into the atmosphere. The captured CO2 would be compressed into an almost liquid form,
then transported by pipeline and injected deep underground for permanent storage. The
technology is very costly. The captured CO2 must be safely sequestered underground for
hundreds of years or a thousand years. That burden will rest on our children.
Figure I: Graph representing Alberta’s 2008 emissions reduction plan

Source: Alberta’s 2008 Climate Change Strategy, p.24.
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Figure I reproduces a graph published in 2008 by the Province of Alberta in a document called
Alberta’s 2008 Climate Change Strategy, when the province launched what it described as the
renewal of its climate change policy. At the core of that ambitious new plan was a commitment
to deploy CCUS technology on a very large scale. The premise of the plan was that bitumen
production would be able to continue to expand without increasing emissions.
By 2005, Alberta’s total emissions, including emissions from its growing oil sands industry,
were already at 233 million tonnes (Mt) of CO2eq. The province’s share of Canada’s total
emissions was then about 31%, reaching 37% by 2014. By 2008 the rapidly expanding oil sands
industry had already become the largest source of emissions growth in the Canadian economy.
The Federal Government held back from exercising any regulating role over the industry’s
emissions. The matter was left entirely to Alberta.
The dotted top line on the graph Figure I represents the pathway of Alberta’s “business as usual”
emissions: that line depicts the projected level of CO2 emissions that, according to the Alberta
government, would be produced in the province in the absence of any new carbon-reduction
policies. In the 2008 plan, the projection for Alberta’s “business as usual” emissions by 2050
was about 384 Mt: that estimate of the annual emissions level by 2050 was largely driven by the
continued expansion of oil sands production up to 2050.
The bottom line on the graph shows that under Alberta’s putative 2008 plan, total emissions by
2050 were anticipated to be only 194 Mt – an astonishing 200 Mt less than the business-as-usual
outcome. Most significantly, the graph shows that by 2050, 139 Mt of that reduction of CO2
emissions would be achieved by the large-scale implementation of CCUS.
At the heart of Alberta’s 2008 plan was the ambition to continue rapid oil sands production, with
the declared expectation that by 2020 the installation of CCUS would avoid any further increase
in the annual level of emissions in the industry. Indeed, the graph shows total emissions in
Alberta were expected to begin to decline rapidly after 2020 (see the distinct bend downwards in
the bottom line on the graph just above the year 2020). The plan also promised a 50 Mt cut
below the baseline projection as early as 2020, of which more than 30 Mt was expected to be
achieved before 2020 by new CCUS technology installations.
In 2014, the government of Alberta quietly abandoned its entire CCUS strategy. That is a fact not
known to most Canadians, and hardly touched on in public discussion. By then, seven years had
passed since the Alberta plan was unveiled. Four carbon capture projects in Alberta were
originally announced. Two were later cancelled. No further government funding has ever been
committed to support additional projects.
On July 18, 2014, The Globe and Mail published an article headlined “Alberta leadership
hopeful Prentice lets carbon capture go”. Jim Prentice, a former federal cabinet minister then
campaigning to become the new leader of Alberta’s governing Conservative Party, was quoted as
follows:
“I don’t believe carbon capture and storage is the panacea,” he said. “It’s not capable
of achieving the reductions in emissions that are required, and it is expensive, and in
certain contexts, it’s quite unproven.”
— The Globe and Mail, July 18, 2014 (emphasis added)
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Prentice described CCUS as a “science experiment.” He declared that if he became premier of
Alberta, his government would discontinue any further financial support for CCUS. This was an
extraordinary and far-reaching change of policy. CCUS technology was the sole foundation for
achieving 70% of Alberta’s planned carbon reductions over the next 35 years. In his media
interview, Prentice declared that CCS technology was not capable of making the required
reductions.
In September 2014, Prentice became premier of Alberta. He confirmed that CCUS technology no
longer had government support in Alberta. Soon after, Premier Prentice called a provincial
election, which was held in May 2015. By that time, the provincial economy in Alberta had been
badly weakened by the deep fall in world oil prices, which began in July 2014. A new NDP
majority government took power, under Rachel Notley. During the provincial election the NDP
promised to end the government’s “costly and ineffective carbon capture experiment” and
reinvest the funding in public transit.
In that way, Alberta’s entire CCUS strategy ceased to exist.
Today in the oil sands there are only two existing CCUS projects. One of them, highlighted in
the EF2020 report, is the “Quest Project” located at Shell Canada’s Scotford Upgrader near
Edmonton. Designed to capture and inject underground 1.2 Mt of CO2 every year, it became
operational in November 2015. That amount represents 35% of the total CO2 emitted annually
from the upgrader’s steam methane units, which produce hydrogen for upgrading bitumen. The
capital cost was about $1.35 billion, two-thirds of which was paid for by the Canadian and
Alberta taxpayers.
To place the Shell Quest Project in context, over the most recent reported five years (the period
2013-2018 covered in the government’s most recently published emissions data) the annual level
of oil sands emissions rose by 16 Mt, increasing from 68 Mt in 2013 to 84 Mt in 2018 – an
average of 3 Mt every year. To capture and sequester those 3 Mt annual increases alone, Canada
would have needed to complete between 2 and 3 Quest-sized CCUS installations every year.
Canada Energy Future 2020 claims that Shell’s Scotford upgrader has successfully stored 4
million tonnes of CO2 since it began operating in late 2015. That amount represents the
approximate 1.2 Mt collected each year over the past three or four years. In that four-year period
from 2015 to 2018, the oil sands industry has released a cumulative 313 Mt of CO2 into the
atmosphere. We spent $1.35 billion to collect 4 Mt – which is slightly more than 1% of the total
released.
Alberta’s goal, announced in 2008, was to install enough CCUS to achieve a 30 Mt cut in the
province’s annual level of emissions by 2020 (a target that applied to all kinds of large-scale
emitting sources in Alberta, including oil sands facilities). To meet that goal, the province would
have needed to complete about 25 Quest-sized installations, all by 2020.
The only other CCUS project is the Alberta Carbon Trunk Line, a 240-km pipeline that will
transport CO2 from a fertilizer plant and a bitumen refinery located near Edmonton.
In July of 2014, just a week before Mr. Prentice made his announcement, Alberta’s AuditorGeneral issued a scathing report confirming that the province’s bold plan to install CCUS in the
oil sands would not meet any of the goals set for 2020. Although the plan was originally
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announced in 2008, virtually nothing had been done to carry the scheme into effect, according to
the findings of the Auditor-General.
Not long after Alberta confirmed that it was dropping support for CCUS, a panel of experts on
technological innovation in the oil sands industry completed a major report called Technological
Prospects for Reducing the Environmental Footprint of Canadian Oil Sands (referred to below
as “Technological Prospects”). The study was originally commissioned by Natural Resources
Canada, with the support of Environment Canada. The panel of twelve leading engineers and
other experts, the majority of them from Alberta and experienced in oil sands extraction and
processing, were appointed to examine whether technological innovation has the potential to
significantly reduce the environmental footprint of oil sands development.
The resulting report, released on May 26, 2015, reviewed the entire range of carbon reduction
technologies then available or under development, including technologies still at the
experimental stage that could become commercially available within the next 15 years. One
section of the report (section 6.2) deals specifically with CCUS. It identifies the high cost of
carbon capture technology as the principal barrier to any large-scale adoption of the technology
in the near future.
The panel’s overall conclusion, addressing the full range of potential technological options, was
that if oil sands production continues to expand in line with the industry’s growth forecasts
outlined in 2014 it will not be possible to achieve any significant reductions in carbon emissions
until after 2025 or 2030. In other words, if oil sands production levels continue to grow at a
substantial rate, so will emissions. According to the panel, none of the existing or emerging
technologies (including CCUS) have the capability to lower CO2 emissions per barrel enough to
substantially reduce the ongoing increase of emissions in the oil sands industry, at least not for
another ten or fifteen years.
In the specific case of CCUS, the Technological Prospects report concluded that CCS
technology will likely have a very limited role in future efforts to reduce emissions in the oil
sands. The main reason is the very high cost of these complex installations (and related pipelines
and elaborate systems required for secure geological storage underground). The Technological
Prospects report noted that because of the enormous cost of a single CCUS installation, the
technology would probably not be viable economically for In Situ operations (which are now the
dominant method of extraction in the oil sands) because In Situ sites are smaller in scale and do
not offer the high volume of emissions at a single location to justify the costs.
It is fanciful now to suggest that new CCUS installations will become operational on any
appreciable scale in the oil sands before at least 2030. It is unfortunately a characteristic of the
Canada’s Energy Future 2020 report that it omits any detailed estimates of timelines that would
allow us to assess the realism of these future technologies. It offers only vague promises of
technological fixes in the indefinite future.
But we face an imminent deadline to achieve deep emissions cuts in Canada by 2030.
Further, even large-scale adoption of CCUS at an early date in the oil sands would do nothing to
reduce the continued growth in the volume of oil that Canada is projected to produce to 2040 and
after. CCUS would only reduce a portion of the approximate 15% of emissions that are generated
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during the extraction process in Canada. We would still be exporting the other 85% of emissions,
which will be released into the atmosphere when the oil is consumed as fuel in other countries.

5.

Canada’s emissions: oil sands carbon intensity per barrel and other data

Figure J shows the historical relationship between the expansion of oil sands production and the
growth of greenhouse gas emissions in Canada from the extraction process and upgrading in the
period 2005 to 2018. The emissions data to 2018 is taken from Environment and Climate Change
Canada’s National Inventory Report 1990-2018: Greenhouse gas Emissions and Sinks in
Canada, Table 2-12 at p. 56 (April 2020). The projected emissions to 2030 are found in
Canada’s Fourth Biennial Report: Greenhouse Gas Sources in Canada 1990-2018. The
historical and projected production data is from Canada’s Energy Future 2019:
Figure J: Canada’s oil sands production and emissions data 2005-2030
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Sources: Emissions data from the National Inventory Report: Greenhouse Gas Sources and Sinks in Canada
1999-2018, April 20, 2020, and Canada’s Fourth Biennial Report, January 2, 2020. Production data from
Canada’s Energy Future 2019, Supply and Demand Projections to 2040, Canada’s Energy Regulator,
December 3, 2019.

The above estimate that oil sands production would increase by 2030 to 4.106 million bpd was
based on projections a little more than a year ago in Canada’s Energy Future 2019. The most
recent projection, published in EF2020 on November 24, 2020, shows the production by 2030
will reach 3.936 by 2030 – which is slightly less but still about a 900,000 bpd increase above
2018 level. The Annex to the Healthy Environment and a Healthy Economy document confirms
(Annex page 2) that the government’s new Reference Case released on December 11, 2020 is
based on the new 3.936 million bpd oil sands production forecast. The most recent Reference
Case emissions data is discussed in Note 5.5 below. It is clear, therefore, that despite its declared
“ambitious” new climate policy, the Government of Canada envisions no significant slow-down
in the expansion of our oil sands production.
5.1

Oil sands carbon-intensity per barrel

The Canada’s Energy Future 2020 report highlights recent improvements in the carbon intensity
of oil sands production, a metric that measures the amount of carbon emissions released during
the production of one barrel of oil. Here is the recent data cited in the CER report:
When measured on a per barrel basis, emissions intensity from the oil sands decreased
22% from 2011 to 2018, from approximately 0.088 tonnes carbon dioxide equivalent per
barrel (CO2eq) to 0.67 tonnes CO2eq.
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— EF2020 Report, page 78

The above statement might be understood, wrongly, to suggest that progress in reducing intensity
per barrel will allow Canada to reduce oil sands emissions even as annual production continues
to increase over the next 20 to 30 years. It is true that improvements in technology and advances
in extraction methods over the past twenty-five years have achieved some success in lowering
the amount of energy (principally from burning natural gas) that is required to extract each barrel
of bitumen. Those gains are spoken of as improvements in carbon intensity. Between 1990 and
2005, emissions intensity per barrel dropped by 22%, from 119 kg to 97 kg CO2eq per barrel.
The problem is that the comparatively small “gain” in the reduction of the amount of CO2 per
barrel (22% over the 1990-2005 period) was more than offset by the huge increase in the number
of barrels produced. Between 1990 and 2005, production quadrupled from 400,000 bpd to 1.7
million. Despite the documented improvement (reduction) in carbon intensity per barrel, total oil
sands emissions in Alberta more than doubled between 1990 and 2005, from 15 Mt to 37 Mt.
Since 2005 oil sands carbon intensity per barrel has continued to decline, down from 97 kg
CO2eq per barrel in 2005 to 78 kg CO2eq per barrel by 2018: National Inventory Report, January
2, 2020, at page 54 and Figure 2-25, p. 55. But again, as a result of the growth in total
production, oil sands emissions more than doubled in that 13-year period from 37 Mt to 84 Mt.
The improvement in carbon intensity has not halted the growth of oil sands emissions.
The Fourth Biennial Report released on January 2, 2020, acknowledges that emissions in the oil
sands industry will continue to rise more or less in step with production up to 2030. Reductions
in carbon intensity per barrel from emerging technologies will be offset by other factors:
In the forecast, several factors could lead to increasing intensity in the oil sands
subsector, such as declining reservoir quality, aging of existing facilities, and shifts from
mining operations to more emissions-intensive in situ extraction processes. On the other
hand, the deployment of emerging technologies in the oil sands could lead to significant
emissions intensity reductions in the subsector. Considering the uncertainties associated
with these counterbalancing trends in oil sands emissions intensities, the projections keep
the emissions intensities of future oil sands productions at the level of existing
technologies.
— Fourth Biennial Report, section A2.1.2.1.1, p. 129 (emphasis added)

5.2

Canada’s annual emissions 2005 - 2018

Emissions data for all seven sectors of the Canadian economy is available in the National
Inventory Report released in April 2020. It reports emissions to 2018:
Figure K: Canada’s GHG emissions by economic sector 2005-2018 (Mt CO2eq)

Oil and Gas

2005

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

158

185

191

191

187

188

193

38

Electricity

119

81

77

81

75

73

64

Transportation

161

174

172

172

174

179

186

Heavy Industry

87

79

80

79

77

76

78

Buildings

86

86

89

86

82

85

92

Agriculture

72

73

71

71

72

71

73

Waste & Others

46

43

41

41

41

42

42

National GHG Total

730

721

721

720

706

714

729

Source: National Inventory Report 1990-2018: Sources and Sinks in Canada, Table ES-3 at p.10.

The only sector that has shown significant reductions is the Electricity sector, which has reduced
its emissions by 55 Mt. The explanation was the shut-down of coal-fired electricity generation,
which began in Ontario shortly before 2005. Coal was replaced by lower-emitting natural gas
and renewables. Much of that cut has been offset by the increase of emissions in the oil and gas
sector, which rose 35 Mt in the same 2005-2018 period. Canada’s second largest emitting sector,
Transportation, has increased 18 Mt. The result is virtually no reduction at all over thirteen years.
5.3

Canada’s projected emissions to 2030 “With Measures”: January 2, 2020

Approximately every two years, the Government of Canada publishes a comprehensive report
showing the expected future level of our emissions up to 2030. The most recent report of that
kind, Canada’s Fourth Biennial Report, was released on January 2, 2020. It is Canada’s official
report prepared under the terms of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate
Change (UNFCC).
Figure L shows that based on current measures total emissions from Canada’s seven economic
sectors are projected to decline to 673 Mt by 2030. The government refers to this as a “With
Measures Scenario”. The report explains that “WM Scenarios are based on policies and measures
in place as of September 2019 and assume no further government action”. In estimating the
annual level of Canada’s emissions in 2030, it takes into account all expected future emissions
reductions based on policies adopted and implemented by the Federal Government and
provincial governments up to September 2019.
Figure L: Emissions projections to 2020 and 2030 (Mt CO 2eq)

2005

2020

2030

Change
2005-2030

Oil and Gas

158

206

213

+57 Mt

Electricity

119

52

24

-95 Mt

39

Transportation

162

170

153

-9 Mt

Heavy Industry

87

77

84

-3 Mt

Buildings

86

84

77

-9 Mt

Agriculture

72

74

76

+4 Mt

Waste and Others

47

43

45

-2 Mt

Total

730

705

673

-57 Mt

Source: Canada’s Fourth Biennial Report on Climate Change, Table 5.1

Under this scenario emissions in the oil and gas sector continue to increase, to 215 Mt by 2030.
The Fourth Biennial Report also provides a detailed break-down showing the trend of emissions
in the oil and gas industry, looking at each sub-sector. Figure M below shows historical
emissions between 2005 and 2017 as well as the projected emissions to 2020 and 2030. In this
forecast (released at the start of 2020) the oil sands industry is projected to account for all of the
emissions increase in the oil and gas sector to 2030, driven by the ongoing expansion of oil sands
production.
Figure M: Oil and gas sector emissions (Mt CO2eq)

Historical

Projected

Change

2005

2015

2017

2020

2030

2005-2030

Natural Gas Production
and Processing

57

52

50

45

38

-19 Mt

Conventional Oil
Production

30

36

31

32

28

-2 Mt

Oil Sands

36

71

81

94

110

+75 Mt

Oil and Natural Gas
Transmission

12

10

10

10

10

-2 Mt

Petroleum Products
(Refining)

22

21

22

23

23

1

Natural Gas Distribution

1

1

1

1

1

0

158

192

195

206

213

+55 Mt

Total

40

Source: Canada’s Fourth Biennial Report (January 2, 2020), Table A2.1, page 118. The report notes that
numbers may not sum due to rounding.

According to the government’s “With Measures” projections released on January 2, 2020,
Canada’s emissions were expected to decline to 673 Mt by 2030, while oil and gas sector
emissions (Canada’s largest emitting sector) would continue to increase to 213 Mt.
The Fourth Biennial Report includes another reduction (which we have not included in Figure
M). The government makes a reduction of 15 Mt from the 673 Mt total, premised on a claim that
Canada’s Forest Lands will by 2030 be “removing” slightly more carbon from the atmosphere
than the amounts we are “releasing” due to our annual losses of forest cover (i.e., logging and
land clearance activities). This so-called LULUCF reduction (“Land Use Land Use Change and
Forestry”) is discussed in more detail in Note 5.8 below.
5.4

Projected emissions to 2030 with “Additional Measures”: January 2, 2020

The Fourth Biennial Report in section 5.2.1 provided a second scenario, which projects the
estimated annual emissions level by 2030 on the assumption that certain “Additional Measures”
aimed to reduce emissions will be implemented in future and will achieve deeper reductions by
2030. “Additional Measures” are described as policies and measures “that have not been fully
implemented”. That is, they represent policies that have been identified and “promised” but they
are not yet adopted, enacted into law, or funded. Figure N below shows the projected level of
annual emissions in 2030 based on the assumption that all of these promised Additional
Measures will in fact be implemented. The “Additional Measures” projections therefore can be
treated with a degree of scepticism.
In the case of the oil and gas sector, after taking into account the promised “Additional
Measures” emissions by 2030 will decline to 199 Mt. The reduction of oil and gas sector
emissions down to 199 Mt takes into account commitments by provincial governments
(principally B.C. and Alberta) and by the Federal Government to implement new regulations that
will reduce methane emissions, which are substantial in the production and processing of natural
gas.
Figure N: Canadian 2030 GHG Emissions Forecast (Mt CO2eq) with Additional Measures

Current
Projections
to 2020

Projections to 2030
Current
Measures

Additional
Measures

Difference

Oil and Gas

206

213

199

-14 Mt

Electricity

52

24

18

-6 Mt

Transportation

170

153

141

-12 Mt

41

Heavy Industry

77

84

80

-4 Mt

Buildings

84

77

62

-15 Mt

Agriculture

74

76

74

-2 Mt

Waste and Others

43

45

42

-3 Mt

Total

705

673

616

-56 Mt

Source: Canada’s Fourth Biennial Report on Climate Change, Table 5.9 at p. 35.

Based on the promised “Additional Measures” total annual emissions in all sectors by 2030 are
reduced to 616 Mt, not including the LULUCF deduction. If the promised LULUCF deduction
is also taken into account, the 616 Mt number is reduced by another 15 Mt.
In addition, an entirely new “Additional Measure” was presented in the January 2020 projection.
“WCI Credits” is a scheme that promises that a further 13 Mt reduction will be achieved by 2030
by means of purchasing “WCI Credits” which would allow industrial emitters in Canada to
purchase credits from foreign jurisdictions, where the actual reduction will occur. That is a
controversial scheme. In effect, it defers the eventual need for Canadian industries to mitigate
their emissions-intensive methods of production. If both the “WCI Credits” and the LULUCF
deduction are counted, under the “Additional Measures” projection Canada’s total emissions by
2030 could be reduced to 588 Mt by 2030.
That was the official position of the government about a year ago, in January 2020, with respect
to where exactly Canada stood in meeting its commitment under the Paris Agreement to reduce
our emissions to 511 Mt by 2030. At that time, oil and gas emissions were projected to increase
to 199 Mt by 2020, less than the 213 Mt in the “With Measures” scenario but well above the
2018 level. Overall emissions would decline to 588 Mt.
5.5

New emissions projection to 2030 – Reference Case: December 11, 2020

On November 19, 2020, the Minister of the Environment announced Canada’s new “net-zero by
2050” climate plan. A significant omission from the November announcement was that it was
silent about any increased emissions reduction commitment by Canada for 2030 (i.e., an increase
of our Nationally Determined Commitment (NDC) under the 2015 Paris Agreement). Instead,
the entire focus of that announcement was on the “ambitious” new goal for 2050.
On December 11, 2020, the government published a 79-page booklet entitled A Healthy
Environment and a Healthy Economy. It revealed very little quantitative information, but it did
make a bold claim (without any explanation of how the number was developed) that Canada’s
total emissions will fall to 503 Mt by 2030.
An accompanying 9-page supplementary “Annex” document released on the same day, titled
Modelling and Analysis of a Healthy Environment and a Healthy Economy, contains two tables
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of data that provide some new information. Table 1 in the Annex sets out a new calculation of
what Canada’s total emissions will be by 2030 (reproduced in Figure O below):
Figure O: Canada’s projected emissions by economic sector to 2030 (Mt CO2eq)

2005

2010

2015

2018

2020

2030

Change

Oil and Gas

158

159

191

193

177

194

36

Electricity

119

96

81

64

38

21

-98

Transportation

161

168

172

186

155

178

17

Heavy Industry

87

75

79

78

65

82

-5

Buildings

86

82

86

92

90

82

-5

Agriculture

72

68

71

73

73

77

5

Waste & Others

46

42

41

42

39

41

-5

Total (excl. LULUCF)

730

691

720

729

637

674

-56

Source: Annex: Modelling and Analysis of a Healthy Environment etc., December 11, 2020, Table 1

The government describes this as their new “Reference Case” for 2030. Taking into account all
policies and measures already funded and implemented by the Government of Canada and
provincial governments as of September 2020, total emissions by 2030 will be reduced to 674
Mt. The new Reference Case therefore shows, based on current policies, that emissions by 2030
will be more or less identical to the number in the previous Reference Case published a little
more than a year ago, which was 673 Mt (see Figures L and N).
We have not included the LULUCF deduction in Figure O. But the government includes the
LULUCF deduction in its new calculations. The new LULUCF reduction is -17 Mt, which
reduces the Reference Case total to 657 Mt (that deduction is included in Figure P below).
It should be noted the most recent historical emissions data provided in the above “Reference
Case” data is for the year 2018. New data showing our annual level of emissions for 2019 is still
not available. (2019 was the last full year of normal economic activity before the onset of the
pandemic).
The projection for 2020 shown in Figure O reveals the significant short-term impact of Covid-19
on Canada’s economic activity during 2020. As noted, the 2020 number is not based on actual
data. It is an estimate. Nevertheless, it shows that under the impact of widespread shutdown of
normal economic activity during 2020 (i.e., transportation and some industrial activities,
domestic aviation, etc.) Canada’s total emissions probably fell by about 12% in 2020. It is a
short-term decline. The annual level will jump back up in 2021 and 2022. A similar short-term
drop in Canada’s total emissions occurred in 2009, following the 2008 global financial crisis.
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The low projected number for 2020 tells us nothing at all about the effectiveness of Canada’s
climate policy.
5.6

New projected emissions to 2030 with “announced initiatives”: December 11, 2020

The December 11, 2020 “Annex” document included a second projection of Canada’s emissions
to 2030, which purports to assess “the impacts of all the currently announced initiatives”
(Annex, p. 3), which are described as including the new “initiatives” described in the A Healthy
Economy and Healthy Environment document. It therefore takes into account additional
proposed measures which have not yet been adopted and implemented by the Federal
government or by provincial governments. This second projection released on December 11,
2020, claims that by 2030 Canada’s total annual emissions will decline to 503 Mt. The data is
reproduced below in Figure P.
Figure P: Canada’s projected emissions by economic sector to 2030 (Mt CO2eq)

2030
2005

2010

2015

2018

Reference
Case

With
Initiatives

Difference

Oil and Gas

158

159

191

193

194

138

-56

Electricity

119

96

81

64

21

11

-10

Transportation

161

168

172

186

178

151

-27

Heavy Industry

87

75

79

78

82

61

-21

Buildings

86

82

86

92

82

65

-17

Agriculture

72

68

71

73

77

74

-3

Waste & Others

46

42

41

42

41

31

-10

LULUCF, NBS, and
Agricultural Measures

n/a

11

-8

-13

-17

-27

-10

Total (incl. LULUCF,
etc.)

730

702

712

716

657

503

154

Source: Annex: Modelling and Analysis of a Healthy Environment etc., December 11, 2020, Table 3

The emissions numbers shown for 2005 to 2018 are the historical data, and are identical to the
numbers shown in Figures K. The two columns on the right give the new emissions projections
for 2030. The first column reproduces the government Reference Case projection for each sector
based on policies already implemented (identical to the numbers shown in Figure O). For the oil
and gas sector, the Reference Case number is 194 Mt.
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The significant new information published on December 11, 2020 is shown in the second column
on the right. It shows the new projections for 2030 based on “the impacts of all the currently
announced initiatives”, which as noted above refer to initiatives discussed in general terms in the
79-page Healthy Economy document. Those new initiatives have not yet been implemented.
The final column on the far right shows the difference between the projected 2030 emissions
level for each sector based on the Reference Case and on the assumption that all the promised
new initiatives will be fully implemented. We are told that in total the promised new initiatives
will account for an additional net reduction of 154 Mt.
The biggest “additional” reduction is an extraordinary 56 Mt cut shown for the oil and gas sector.
The size of that promised reduction, all of it to be achieved within the next ten years, is
unprecedented. The plausibility of that claim is discussed in Note 5.7 below.
The shortcomings of Canada’s emissions strategy is revealed in Figure P. The transportation
sector, our second largest emitting sector, is expected (even with all the new climate policy
“initiatives” announced on December 11, 2020) to achieve only a 6% reduction by 2030, below
the 2005 level. Agriculture shows no cut below 2005. And, by 2030, we will have exhausted the
prospects of obtaining any further deep cuts from the electricity sector. Since 2005 electricity
generation has been the “low hanging fruit” that has furnished most of Canada’s reductions to
date.
Figure P includes the LULUCF deduction, which has been enhanced. It now includes a new item
described as “NBS” which refers to “nature-based solutions” (NBS accounts for -10 Mt of the
overall -27 Mt deduction on the bottom line of the Figure P). The LULUCF deduction is
discussed in more detail in Note 5.8.
5.7

The Promised 56 Mt cut in oil and gas sector emissions with “announced initiatives”

In the case of oil and gas emissions, the Reference Case released on December 11, 2020, says
that total emissions in the oil and gas sector will decline to 194 Mt (well below the 213 Mt
shown in the “Reference Case” published in January 2020 in the Fourth Biennial Report).
After taking into account all the new “announced initiatives”, the government’s claim is that oil
and gas sector emissions will be further reduced to 138 Mt by 2030.
Compared to other government data and reports publicly released over the past five years, this
promised reduction of oil and gas emissions down to 138 Mt by 2030 has no precedent.
This new claim is made without evidence, at least without any evidence that has been disclosed
to the public.
No analysis is provided in the Annex, or in the Healthy Economy document, that furnishes us
with any details of the specific new measures that are supposed to achieve that result. No
information is revealed that allows us to see how this 56 Mt reduction has been calculated. Table
3 in the Annex simply gives us the new promised emissions numbers for 2030 without
accounting for what specific new policies or technologies explain this large 56 Mt reduction in
the oil and gas sector.
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As recently as a year ago, the government’s Fourth Biennial Report reported 213 Mt as our
government’s most up-to-date projection of total oil and gas sector emissions by 2030. After
taking into account promised “Additional Measures” envisioned at that time, the January 2, 2020
report projected that oil and gas sector emissions could be reduced to 199 Mt by 2030.
It is improbable that a 56 Mt cut can be achieved in the oil sands sub-sector. Based on the
January 2020 data published in the Fourth Biennial Report, emissions in the oil sands sub-sector
are projected to rise from 81 Mt in 2017 to 110 Mt by 2030 (see Figure M). A reduction of oil
sands emissions by 56 Mt would involve an extraordinary 50% reduction of all emissions in the
oil sands industry – including emissions from upgrading, mining operations, and In Situ
operations. That would require a radical and fundamental re-shaping of the oil sands industry,
and substantial replacement of the existing technologies that it is based on, all within ten years.
With respect to the prospects of relying on new technologies to rapidly reduce carbon intensity
per barrel in oil sands production, the January 2020 Fourth Biennial Report concluded there
would be no pronounced overall reduction in carbon intensity before 2030: see Note 5.1.
Similarly, an earlier comprehensive independent study in May 2015, entitled Technological
Prospects for Reducing the Environmental Footprint of Canadian Oil Sands, concluded that
within the next ten to fifteen years significant reductions in the annual level of emissions would
not be possible if oil sands production continues to increase: see Note 4.
It is true there is scope to further reduce methane emissions in the natural gas production and
processing. But a substantial share of existing commitments by provincial governments to reduce
methane emissions is already counted and included in the Fourth Biennial Report’s recent
projection that total oil and gas emissions can be reduced down to 199 Mt by 2030. At best,
additional methane reductions might account for a small share of the additional 56 Mt cut now
promised for oil and gas sector emissions. One sentence in the Annex document contains a very
brief reference about “strengthening methane regulations”, without any quantitative discussion.
But additional methane reductions cannot explain the 56 Mt reduction.
The Annex also mentions “carbon capture utilization and storage” in a single generic sentence
about “promising decarbonization technologies (Annex page 7). But it offers no data or estimate
of the share of the promised 56 Mt reduction that might be achieved by CCUS before 2030.
Canada’s Energy Future 2020 and the government’s recent A Healthy Environment and a
Healthy Climate document also contain numerous references extolling the future potential of
CCUS technology. Yet neither source includes any discussion affirming that CCUS will be
deployed in the oil sands or the timing of that, or any details about the magnitude of potential
reductions by CCUS.
Given the opaque language of these new reports, and in view of the absence of any substantive
and quantified discussion of other policy measures or technological innovations that might
account for this promised 56 Mt reduction, we can only draw the inference that the government
is possibly embarking on a scheme to deploy Carbon Capture, Utilization, and Storage (CCUS)
technology on a very large scale at emissions-intensive sites in the oil sands industry and across
the oil and gas sector. In theory, CCUS would allow the oil sands industry to continue expanding
production while capturing a share of its emissions. But CCUS raises serious questions about
economic viability and the need for massive government subsidies; and importantly about
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whether large-scale CCUS deployment could be completed fast enough to materially reduce
emissions by 2030. None of those questions have been addressed in any of these documents.
For further discussion about whether CCUS can be economically viability, see Note 4: “Carbon
Capture, Utilization, and Storage (CCUS) technology”.
Even assuming CCUS technology is economically viable and could be scalable within the next
ten years and that it has the capability to sequester a substantial share of the promised 56 Mt
reduction of Canada oil and gas emissions by that time, the proposed large-scale adoption of
CCUS in industry raises profound ethical questions.
As we have noted, adoption of CCUS in Alberta’s oil sands industry will capture only a small
fraction of the emissions released into the atmosphere from each barrel of oil produced. 85% of
all the emissions released from each barrel are released “downstream”, most of that when the
product is burned as fuel in vehicles in the U.S. and other markets and some of that when it is
refined. Only 15 % or less of the emissions are released during the extraction process within
Canada’s borders. And only a partial share of emissions released during the production process
in Canada will actually be “captured”, even if CCUS is undertaken on a very large scale.
Adopting CCUS in Canada’s oil sands will do nothing to curb the continuing growth of global
oil consumption, which accounts for 35% of all CO2 emissions every year. We are the world’s
3rd largest oil exporter. CCUS will allow the expansion of our oil sands production to continue
unabated.
Large-scale adoption of CCUS involves enormous and very long-term capital investments of a
kind that make no economic sense as a short-term measure. Proceeding with a CCUS-based
strategy in Canada to facilitate the continued expansion of oil sands production to 2045 will
signify that our government has chosen to ignore the unequivocal scientific evidence that global
oil consumption must decline substantially by 2030 and much more sharply by 2040.
5.8

The promised LULUCF deduction

The government’s projection to 2030 released on December 11, 2020 includes a substantial -27
Mt reduction, attributed to “LULUCF, NBS and agricultural measures.” This deduction is not
entirely new. The Fourth Biennial Report published January 2, 2020, starting at page 34 refers
to the “LULUCF sector” (Land Use, Land Use Change, and Forestry), and made this claim: “The
LULUCF sector is expected to reduce Canada’s emissions by 15 Mt in 2030”. Details of the
LULUCF deduction and how it is calculated were set out in Annex 2.6 of that report. Now, the
size of the LULUCF reduction has been slightly increases to -17 Mt, and it has been augmented
by adding another -10 deduction for “nature-based solutions” (NBS).
There is no detailed or quantified discussion explaining the LULUCF deduction in either the
Healthy Economy document or in the Annex. To understand the context for this claim, we must
examine the Fourth Biennial Report and the most recent National Inventory Report (April 2020).
The Fourth Biennial Report explains that, in the case of Forest Land, growing forests absorb
CO2 from the atmosphere (making them carbon sinks that account for “removals” of carbon).
Conversely, the clearing of Forest Land to make way for agriculture or urban development, and
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the harvesting of wood products (i.e., logging) reduces the capacity of Canada’s forest land to
absorb CO2. Methane and nitrous oxide released from drained wetlands are accounted for as
emissions.
In the case of Canada’s Forest Lands, the Fourth Biennial report states that an estimated 140,000
kt CO2 eq (140 Mt CO2eq) of removals is projected for 2030, but offsetting most of that is an
estimated 130,000 kt CO2 eq (130 Mt CO2eq) representing deemed emissions from harvesting
wood products: Table A2.45 at page 156. Forest Lands are the dominant part of the LULUCF
sector, in terms of emissions. The basic concept is that Canada’s growing forests every year
“remove” carbon from the atmosphere in large amounts that offset the annual emissions
attributed to tree harvesting and other activities on Croplands, Settlements, and Wetlands.
The National Inventory report, addressing GHG Emissions/Removals reported for the LULUCF
sector in 2018, also gives 140 Mt as the measure of forest land “removals” in 2018 and 130 Mt
as the measure of emissions attributed to “harvested wood products”. After taking into account
other incidental sources of emissions and removals in the forests sector, it calculates -13 Mt as
representing the total net emissions figure for the LULUCF sector in 2018.
In the new December 11, 2020 data, the LULUCF estimate for 2030 is a net removal -17 Mt.
The government data shows, however, that the capacity of Canada’s forests to “remove” carbon
from the atmosphere and the actual removals attributed to Forest Land in recent years has been
very significantly offset by emissions from forest fires in Canada, which include “wildfires” in
British Columbia and Alberta. Emissions from wildfires are not accounted for in Table A2.45
and are therefore not counted when calculating the net removal of -24 Mt in 2017 or in
estimating the projected net removal in 2030.
Canada’s Fourth Biennial Report in Annex 2.6, at section A2.6.4 on page 160, affirms that
emissions resulting from “significant natural disturbances” are “excluded from the accounting”.
Significant natural disturbances are defined to include “wildfires and insect infestations”. The
same report explains that in 2012 the Harper Government informed the UNFCCC that Canada’s
accounting of GHG emissions towards its 2020 target would exclude natural disturbances: see
A2.6.4 on p.160. That was a unilateral decision by Canada.
The magnitude of emissions from wildfires are not reported or disclosed in the Fourth Biennial
Report. But emissions from wildfires in Canada are reported in the National Inventory Report,
released in April 2020, which discusses the LULUCF sector and the matter of “emissions and
removals” from Forest Land in Chapter 6. It provides comprehensive data for “natural
disturbances” affecting Forest Land. The largest category is “Wildfires – immediate emissions”,
which were 260 million tonnes (Mt) in 2018. In comparison, Canada’s total reported emissions
were 729 Mt in 2018. In 2015, 2016, and 2017, the annual wildfire emissions numbers were 250
Mt, 130 Mt, and 230 Mt respectively: Table 6-5 at page 147, National Inventory Report. Wildfire
emissions in the years 1990, 2005, and 2013 were only 38 Mt, 67 Mt, and 59 Mt respectively.
The increase in the annual level of emissions from “natural disturbances” to Forest Land areas
over the period 1990 to 2018 was very substantial. “Natural disturbances” emissions are
overwhelmingly attributed to wildfires.
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In summary: Canada’s total emissions in 2018 were 729 Mt. In the same year, emissions from
wildfires in Canada released another 260 Mt of CO2 and other GHGs into the atmosphere, all of
which are added to the world’s cumulative emissions. But wildfire emissions are not included in
the 729 Mt total.
By excluding the impact of “wildfires” from the LULUCF, Canada is claiming the full benefit of
our Forest Lands as a carbon “sink” which provides a very substantial reduction in the
calculation of Canada’s annual emissions and projected emissions to 2020 and 2030 (currently
about 140 Mt annually). But Canada is entirely leaving out of account the 230 Mt to 260 Mt of
direct annual emissions caused by wildfires in recent years. Counting the forest “removals” but
excluding the annual emissions from forest fires seriously misrepresents the net impact of
Canada’s forests on global emissions.
An ambitious climate plan that sincerely aims to achieve “net-zero emissions” by 2050 must take
into account Canada’s forest fire emissions. To halt the fateful increases in the atmospheric
carbon concentration level every year, somebody will have to offset Canada’s huge annual
“wildfire” emissions. Canada’s plan to take a -27 Mt deduction for how we manage our forests
while excluding forest fire emissions from our LULUCF accounting is indefensible. It misleads
Canadians about the gravity of the challenge we face. It is another reason why the government’s
claim that we will reduce our emissions to 503 Mt by 2030 is not reliable.

6.

Canada’s crude oil exports

Natural Resources Canada: https://www.nrcan.gc.ca/science-data/data-analysis/energy-dataanalysis/energy-facts/crude-oil-facts/20064. Canada ranked as the world’s 4th largest producer and
3rd largest exporter of oil, accounting for 8% of all oil exports in the world in 2019. In 2019, total
production was 4.7 million bpd. Exports were 3.8 million bpd. Canada’s oil production
accounted for 6% of total world production, which was 98 million bpd in 2019.

7.

National Energy Board inquiry report: May 19, 2016

On May 19, 2016, the NEB issued its report recommending approval of the Trans Mountain
expansion project, following a lengthy inquiry through 2014 and 2015. It was a public hearing
process and it had full powers to call evidence. However, the NEB took the view that “upstream
emissions” released into the atmosphere at oil sands production sites in Alberta did not fall
within the scope of the inquiry, and nor did “downstream emissions”.
Accordingly, the inquiry excluded all evidence about greenhouse gas emissions and excluded all
scientific evidence about the impact of emissions on the climate system. Two years earlier, on
April 2, 2014, the NEB had excluded from its List of Issues any consideration of the climate
change implications of the increased greenhouse gas emissions that would inevitably accompany
the expansion of oil sands production to 2040. The City of Vancouver, an Intervenor at the
Inquiry, challenged that decision and sought to call evidence that would show that the continued
expansion of oil sands production facilitated by the TMX was not consistent with limiting
warming to 2°C. The NEB panel in a ruling on July 23, 2014 (NEB Ruling 25) rejected the
application by the City of Vancouver. The substance of the ruling is that environmental impacts
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of that kind (related to greenhouse gas emissions and climate) are not “directly related” to the
Project:
The Project does not include upstream production and is not dependent on any particular
upstream development and, therefore, any link to environmental changes caused by such
upstream production is indirect and not necessarily incidental to Project approval.
— NEB Ruling 25, July 23, 2014, p. 3

On October 16, 2014, the Federal Court of Appeal (FCA) dismissed an application by the City of
Vancouver for leave to appeal NEB Ruling 25. A number of other Intervenors also sought
unsuccessfully to present expert evidence to the Inquiry about the emissions implication of the
pipeline expansion project. All requests to call evidence about climate science were rejected.
As a result, when the NEB in 2016 recommended approval of the TMX project it did so without
hearing any evidence at all about the emissions and climate impacts.

8.
Global carbon budgets and the viability of new fossil fuel projects, Climate Change,
Jaccard et al (May 2018)
This study, titled “Global carbon budgets and the viability of new fossil fuel projects”, was
published in the science journal Climate Change in May 2018. The authors are Mark Jaccard,
James Hoeffle, and Torsten Jaccard. Mark Jaccard is one of Canada’s leading energy economists
and is an internationally respected authority on carbon pricing, energy use, and climate change.
His expert analysis in this study addresses the question whether Canada’s oil sands output can
continue to increase while global oil demand falls to levels consistent with a 2°C carbon budget.
This study takes into account, firstly, that reductions in global oil demand will cause a fall in
world oil prices. At the same time, Canada’s oil sands industry has one of the highest costs of
production per barrel compared to other global suppliers. It relies on relatively emissionsintensive forms of oil extraction in Alberta’s oil sands. Efforts to further reduce the emissionsintensity of oil sands production will likely involve higher costs per barrel.
The study concluded that there is a less than 5% probability that oil sands investments, and
therefore new pipelines, would be economically viable over the next three decades under a 2°C
carbon budget. It shows that in a world that keeps the increase in global average surface
temperature within the 2°C warming limit, global oil demand would fall to 85 million bpd by
2025, to 79 million bpd by 2035, and to 69 million bpd by 2045. The study did not address the
cuts needed to meet a 1.5°C warming limit, which would require deeper reductions.

9.

Carbon Dioxide Removal (CDR) technology

The IPCC Special Report concludes that to “return global warming” to less than 1.5°C it will be
necessary in future to deploy CDR technologies on a substantial scale to “compensate” by
removing CO2 from the atmosphere.
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All pathways that limit global warming to 1.5°C with limited or no overshoot project the
use of carbon dioxide removal (CDR) on the order of 100–1000 GtCO2 over the 21st
century. CDR would be used to compensate for residual emissions and, in most cases, to
achieve net negative emissions to return global warming to 1.5°C following a peak (high
confidence). CDR deployment of several hundreds of GtCO2 is subject to multiple
feasibility and sustainability constraints (high confidence). Significant near-term
emissions reductions and measures and lower energy and land demand can limit CDR
deployment to a few hundred GtCO2 without reliance on bioenergy with carbon capture
and storage (BECCS) (high confidence). (emphasis added)
— Summary for Policymakers, IPCC Special Report 2018, page 19

Under these scenarios, the problem of “residual emissions” (the excess CO2 released into the
atmosphere over the next forty years) would have to be solved, if it can be solved, by the
adoption of Carbon Dioxide Removal (CDR) technologies.
The scale of future carbon dioxide removals proposed in several of these various scenarios is
enormous. Pathways P.3 and P.4 envision that, after 2050, we must be removing 10 GtCO2 and
as much as 20 GtCO2 every year from the atmosphere and continue doing so for four or five
decades after that. If we recall that at present (c. 2018) every year we are releasing an additional
42 billion tonnes (Gt) of CO2 into the atmosphere, we can see the vast scale of the future
removals that will be required under these schemes.
The report states that the viability of these schemes is “subject to multiple feasibility and
sustainability constraints”. That is a polite way of saying that the viability of these proposed
solutions based on CDR technologies are conjectural. At present, the required CDR technologies
either do not yet exist at all, or in some cases they exist only in very small-scale experimental
projects. We have no assurance that these schemes will be viable on the vast scale envisioned.
One prominent CDR scheme, called Bioenergy with Carbon Capture and Storage (BECSS),
envisions using existing carbon capture and storage technology (CCS) which has already been
adopted on a limited scale at certain emissions-intensive plants where it has the capability to
remove CO2 from flue gases (for a discussion of recent experience with CCS see Note 4). In the
currently existing CCS applications, of which there are relatively few in the world, once the CO2
is removed from the flue gases at an industrial facility, it is compressed and injected deep
underground in aquifers or depleted oil wells, where it must be safely sequestered forever. CCS
in that existing kind of application has already proved to be an extremely expensive technology.
The concept of BECSS is that we grow, on a massive scale, crops that will absorb CO2 from the
air in the growing season. These crops will then be harvested and burned, and through that
burning process the CO2 embedded in the plants will be released and captured by CCS,
compressed, and then injected underground. Combining CCS technology in that way with future
schemes to collect CO2 from burning biomass is untested. Whether it might be viable on the vast
scale proposed in P.2, P.3, and P.4 is speculative.
There are numerous uncertainties about the viability of BECSS. Vast planting areas of land
would be needed to grow the required biomass, which would significantly impact on the
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croplands available for food supply. The entire BECSS process would itself be energy-intensive
and would enormously add to our future energy needs – and would impose enormous economic
costs and social burdens on our children and the following generations. It would require
allocating a substantial share of the world’s available croplands (and water resources) to grow
adequate plant material and trees that would be burned in these future CCS facilities to extract
their CO2. Hence the report’s warning about “sustainability constraints”. Uncertainties and risks
of CDR technologies are addressed in sections C3.1–C3.4 on page 19 of the IPCC’s Summary
for Policymakers document.
Other proposed CDR technologies, still at the concept stage, envision chemical processes and
materials (e.g., silicate rocks and seaweed cultivation) that would directly absorb CO2 out of the
air. There are experimental prototypes of some of these ideas. Huge unanswered questions
remain about the viability of scaling up these schemes, energy use, and cost. Other than very
small-scale experimental prototypes, direct air removal technology does not exist.

10.

The atmospheric carbon concentration level: why the 2030 goal is unforgiving

The extraordinary scale and rapidity of the massive emissions reductions that would be required
by 2030 to limit warming to 1.5°C was not fully appreciated at the time Canada approved the
TMX expansion in November 2016. One core finding of the October 2018 report was that all
releases of CO2 into the atmosphere must reach “net-zero” by 2050 to give us a 66% of reaching
the 1.5°C goal.
A second core finding was that, in order to achieve the ultimate goal of net-zero by 2050, the
annual level of global emissions must by 2030 be reduced 50% below the 2018 level (the actual
wording was 45% below the 2010 level). The Special Report made absolutely clear that in order
to successfully reach the ultimate goal of net-zero emissions by 2050, it is essential that we
achieve an unprecedented 50% cut by 2030. The only qualification to that stark warning is that if
we fail to meet the 2030 target, or choose not to, our last resort will be to attempt later to remove
the “residual emissions” from the atmosphere.
The two goals are inextricable linked. We must achieve the 2030 target before we can have any
realistic chance of getting to “net-zero” by 2050.
The atmospheric carbon concentration level is the metric that explains why the timeline to arrest
the further expansion of oil production – and to achieve deep cuts in our consumption of oil,
coal, and natural gas – is brief and unforgiving. It is the rising concentration of CO2 and other
GHGs in the atmosphere that is driving the heating of the earth’s atmosphere.
The accumulating concentration of CO2 in the upper atmosphere is measured in parts per million
(ppm), indicating the number of CO2 molecules per million molecules of other gases. Back in
2014, when the Government of Canada’s NEB began its two-year Trans Mountain pipeline
expansion inquiry that ultimately recommended approval of the project, the atmospheric
concentration was 397.2 ppm. The carbon concentration level in 2019 reached 409.8 ppm CO2.
The rate of annual increase has been accelerating, reflecting the persistent annual growth in
volume of global emissions from burning coal, oil, and natural gas. In the 1960s, the rate of
growth of the atmospheric carbon concentration level was about 0.6 ppm per year. Just a decade
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ago in 2008 and 2009 the annual increases ranged between 1.59 ppm and 2.02 ppm. It is now
rising at an average of 2.5 ppm every year.
A level of 450 ppm CO2 will commit us to warming above 2°C. 430 ppm is the threshold for
1.5°C of warming.
That accelerating growth during the past 30 years in the size of the annual incremental increases
in the atmospheric concentration is driven by the growth of emissions from industrial economies.
Despite the solemn commitments at Kyoto in 1998 and Paris in 2015, global emissions have
continued to expand at an annual rate of 1.4% annually since 2010. In 2019, the increase of
annual emissions (including emissions from land use) was a rapid 2.6%, due in part to an
increase in forest fires.
An unusual characteristic of CO2, unlike methane for example, is that once the gas is released
into the upper atmosphere it does not break down. It has an effective atmospheric residence time
of centuries to millennia (IPCC 2018 Chapter 1 at 1-23). It is only removed from the atmosphere
when it is absorbed by the earth’s surface – by dissolving into the upper ocean (and slowly into
the deep ocean) or by biological uptake into forests and plants. When substantial emissions
finally cease altogether, the atmospheric CO2 concentration will begin to decline, albeit very
slowly – but only over centuries. From the perspective of the time frame that concerns us (and
that concerns our children), the incremental increases in the concentration of CO2 occurring in
the upper atmosphere are irreversible – irreversible unless technologies are developed in future
that have the capability to remove CO2 from the atmosphere on a massive scale.
During the past 12,000 years, from the end of the last Ice Age until the advent of the industrial
age, atmospheric carbon concentration was stable at about 280 ppm. By 1958, it was 315 ppm.
Since then, it has risen by another 90 ppm.
In monitoring these issues, scientists add together the warming effect of all the GHGs,
principally carbon dioxide, methane, and nitrous oxide. The combined concentration is measured
as “CO2 equivalent” (CO2eq). The comprehensive IPCC 2014 report studies concluded that if we
do nothing, the combined concentration level will exceed 450 ppm CO2eq by 2030:
Baseline scenarios (scenarios without explicit additional efforts to constrain emissions)
exceed 450 parts per million (ppm) CO2eq by 2030 and reach CO2eq concentrations
between 750 and more than 1300 ppm CO2eq in 2100.
— IPCC, 2014, Summary for Policymakers, SPM 3, p. 8 (emphasis added)

The evidence establishes that to stay within the 2°C warming threshold, the atmospheric carbon
concentration level must be kept below 450 ppm. Based on current global policies, we are on a
path to exceed 450 ppm CO2eq by 2030.
Unfortunately, the evidence shows that even if deep emissions reductions were to be
implemented on a vast scale starting in 2021, and if the annual level of global emissions could be
massively reduced by 2030 (say by 25% or 50% below the present level), our predicament is that
additional CO2 emissions will still continue to be released every year for another 30 or 40 years
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after that, although hopefully in gradually declining amounts, until the world’s energy systems
altogether cease to be overwhelmingly dependent on carbon-based fuel.
That explains why emissions must be cut 50% by 2030. We are in a race to reduce the magnitude
of the annual increases in the atmospheric carbon concentration. We must do everything we can
to curb the rapid rate of increase. The most recent data available confirms that the average rise
during the past five years has exceeded 2.5 ppm per year. The U.S. National Oceanic
Atmospheric Administration’s (NOAA) Mauna Loa Observatory located in Hawaii has been
monitoring atmospheric carbon dioxide levels since 1958. The data set out in Figure Q below are
found on the NOAA website, https://www.esrl.noaa.gov/gmd/ccgg/trends/index.html.
Figure Q: Annual rise in the atmospheric carbon concentration level in parts per million (ppm) CO 2

Mauna Loa Observatory

global average

2015

2.95

2.96

2016

3.01

2.86

2017

1.90

2.14

2018

2.86

2.40

2019

2.46

2.56

Source of data: National Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), Earth System Research
Laboratories, Trends in Atmospheric Carbon Dioxide (see link above).

The five-year average at Mauna Loa is 2.63 ppm. The average based on data from multiple
monitoring stations around the world including the Mauna Loa Observatory in Hawaii shows an
increase of 2.58 ppm every year. At the present rate of increase, we will exceed 450 ppm CO2 by
about 2035. And as the IPCC 2014 report warned seven years ago, if we take into account the
atmospheric warming effects of methane, nitrous oxide and other GHGs, we will exceed the 450
CO2eq level by 2030.
It is misleading for the Government of Canada to announce a promised new “net-zero by 2050”
climate policy without fully and candidly explaining to Canadian citizens what it intends to do to
deepen our emissions reduction commitment for 2030, and why doing that is essential.
The IPCC Special Report released in October 2018 shows very clearly how deep cuts achieved
by 2030 will determine what we will be able to do by 2050. The Summary for Policymakers of
the 2018 report explained the direct relationship between the scale of the reductions achieved by
2030 and the outcomes that will be possible by 2050. Note 3 in this essay discusses in more
detail the reasons why what we do by 2030 will determine the options we will have in 2050.
The important point is that only one of the IPCC pathways, identified as P.1, offers us a realistic
chance to keep the earth’s average surface temperature increase within the 1.5°C limit without
heavy reliance on CDR technologies.
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In the case of P.1, which relies to the smallest degree on future CDR technology in order to keep
warming within the 1.5°C limit, the graph shows that by 2030 total CO2 emissions must decline
to an annual level of about 20 GtCO2 (down from 42 GtCO2 in 2018). That is a massive and
unprecedented undertaking. Because total CO2 emissions must be cut down to about 20 GtCO2
within ten years, that requires rapidly winding down the consumption of oil, coal, and natural gas
in this decade.
Only a massive reduction of CO2 emissions between 2020 and 2030 will allow us to dramatically
slow down the rate at which the atmospheric carbon concentration is rising. Successfully
achieving the unprecedented 50% emissions cut within the next ten years will avoid, or vastly
diminish, the magnitude of the “emissions removals” that will be left to the world’s children after
2050.
In contrast, under Pathways P.2, P.3, and P.4, the envisioned reductions in oil, coal, and natural
gas consumption to 2030 and to 2050 are more gradual. As a direct consequence of that, the
atmospheric concentration by the early 2030s will exceed the critical 450 ppm level and it will
continue to rise rapidly for several more decades. In that event, massive “emissions removals”
would have to be achieved after 2050. Unfortunately, those removals will be contingent on the
availability of technologies that do not yet exist, or which may not prove viable.
The most recent measurements of the atmospheric concentration level warn us of the unforgiving
timeline we face. Each year the atmospheric CO2 concentration follows a cycle. April and May
are the high points of the year, September the low. But the annual averages are moving up every
year. In April 2013, the Mauna Loa Observatory in Hawaii recorded for the first time a daily
average reading of 400 ppm. The monthly averages in April and May 2018 exceeded 410 ppm.
On April 3, 2021, the daily average atmospheric carbon dioxide level recorded at Mauna Loa
reached 421.21 ppm.
Figure R: Atmospheric carbon concentration level (proxy measurements)

Source: US National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
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